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DOUGHNUTS
By
ELLAMOYER

DraftDate:
LothropElementaryschool
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CHARACTERS:

SALLY,Penguin,Age12oldersister
CALIE,Penguin,Age11middlesister
VALERIE,Penguin
,Age10youngersister
DAVE,Age30,Du
nkinDonutsemployee

SETTING:

DunkinDonutsdrivethroughwindow.

ATRISE:

SALLY,CALIEandVALERIE,thepenguins,
walktoDunkinDonuts

SALLY
I'mcold. Let’sgotoAfrica!
CALIE
Whyareyoucold?We'rePenguins!
VALERIE
I’mgoingtosneeze!
SALLY
Hey
! Let’sgotoDunkinDonuts!
CALIE
Butit’ssofaraway!
SALLY
Noit’snot,it’srightoverthere!
CALIE
Oh.
SALLY
Her
e,let’sgothroughthedrivethrough!
(Penguin
swaddleuptothewindow.)
CALIE
HEL
LO! WEWANTDOUGHNUTS! GIVEUSDOUGHNUTS!
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VALERIE
YAH
!
(Penguin
sstartyel
lingandsquawking! DAVEwalksupand
opensthewindow.)
DAVE
Wha
tisgoingonouthere?
SALLY
Ohhithere…(looksathisnametag)ummmm,Ican’treadwhat'syour
nam
e?
DAVE
MynameisDave,andwhyareyouPenguinsouthereinthedrivethrough,
ifyouguyswanttogetdoughnutsthenyouhavetogoinside,thedrive
thr
oughisonlyforcars,it’snotforpeopleorpenguinsjusttocome
upand…
(CALIEi
nterrupts.)
CALIE
Doyouguyshaveregulardoughnutsorwhat?
DAVE
Wha
t?
SALLY
OnetimeIsawadoughnutthatwasflavoredlikemustardandIsaw
som
eonebuyitandthenwhentheytookabite,theythrewup!
VALERIE
HEH
!
CALIE
Dav
e,isittruethattheymakeLobstersoutofcheese?
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DAVE
No,what? UghyouPenguinsarefrustrating! Justleavealready!
(CALIEp
retendstocry.)

DAVE
Ik
nowyou’refaking.
CALIE
DAN
GET!

DAV
E
(Closeswindowandturnssigntoclosed)
VALERIE
WAI
TNO!
(Allthepenguinss
tarttoyell,squawkandwavetheirflippers.
VAL
ERIEsneezes.)
CALIE
Ahman,theymusthaveclosed!
SALLY
Wel
lwhereshouldwesleep?
CALIE
DUH
!Outhereintheparkinglot!
SALLY
Ohyeah,thatseemssmart..
(Penguin
spileupi
ntoagroup.)
CALIE
Alr
ight,goodnightguys.
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SALLY
Goo
dnight.
VALERIE
Goo
dnight.
(Lightsturnoff,t
heDunkinDonutssignchangestoopen. Lights
turnbac
konandth
epenguinsstandup.)
VALERIE
Wh
attimeisit?
CALIE
12:
30.
VALERIE
Rea
lly?
CALIE
NoIdon’tknow.
VALERIE
Rud
e.
CALIE
Heylook,DunkinDoughnutsisbackopen!
(DAVEwa
lksovertothewindow. SALLYlooksoveratDAVEand
poi
ntsathim.)
SALLY
Hey
,look! There’sDave! DAVE!
(Penguin
sstartsqu
awking.)

DAVE
NoNoNo...
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(Whiles
ayingthatclosethewindowandchangesigntoclosed.)
SALLY
AwcomeonDave,whatifwewereotherpeoplewhocameuphereandasked
fordoughnuts. Thenwouldyougiveusdoughnuts?
DAVE
Wel
l,thenyouwouldhavetopay.
CALIE
Wit
hourlives?!?
DAVE
Wha
t,No! Youhavetopaywithmoney.
CALIE
Wha
t'sthat?
DAVE
Wel
litlookslikethis.
(Getsa1dollarbi
llandholdsitup. VALERIEsneezes.)
SALLY
Wow
,herhairsallfrizzy.
DAVE
Tha
t’saman.
SALLY
Wha
tareyoutalkingabout,that’srude!
CALIE
Sosorude.

DAVE
Ok,youguyshavetoleavelikeyouneverdidyesterday!
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SALLY
Ok,bye!
(Startswalkingawa
y.)
CALIE
But
,wedidn’tevengetourdoughnutsyet!
SALLY
Don
’tworry,I'vegotaplan!
(Exitst
ageright. Lightsturnoffthenbackon. Penguinsenter
stageri
ghtwithSA
LLYwearingahat,VALERIEwearingamustache,
andCALI
Ewearingawigandcarryingafakedollarbill.)
CALIE
Hel
lothereMr.Man. Iwouldliketobuythreechocolatedoughnuts.
(CALIEhandsDAVEafake1dollarbill.)
DAVE
Areyoutryingtobuythreedoughnutswithafakedollarbill?
CALIE
Doe
sitreallymatterifit’sarealdollarbillornot?
DAVE
Youcan’tpaywithfakemoney,it’sillegal.
CALIE
Wha
tifitwasn’tfake.
DAVE
The
nitwouldn’tbeillegal.
CALIE
Let
’sjustpretendthatit’snotillegal
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DAVE
Wha
t?

SALLY
Yesyesitisillegal,butwewantDoughnutssojustgiveusdoughnuts.
DAVE
Ik
nowit’syou.
SALLY
Rea
lly? Idon’tremembermeetingyou? What’syourname?
DAVE
DAV
E! MYNAMEISDAVE!
CALIE
Weknow,youtoldusyesterday!
(DAVEsi
ghsandput
shishandonhishead)
CALIE
So,canwegetourdoughnutsnow?
DAVE
UGH
! Wereclosed.
SALLY
Butyourpaperoutheresaysyou’reopen7:00to8:00.
CALIE
Doe
sn'tthatmeanthatyou'reonlyopenanhour?
SALLY
No.
DAVE
Itactuallysayswe'reopen4:30to5:00onThursday.
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(Closeswindowandchangessigntoclosed.)

CALIE
Wai
t,sothatmeansthatthey'reonlyopenahalfhour!
SALLY
Wha
t? No! Well,Iguesswecouldjustgotobed.
CALIE
Aww
.
(Penguin
spileupo
ntheground. Lightsturnoff,hiringsignup
get
sputupandlightsturnbackon.)
SALLY
Wha
ttimeisit?
CALIE
Aga
in,Idon’tknow!
(DAVEwa
lksoveran
dchangesthesigntoopen.)
CALIE
HEYDAVE!
DAVE
Ohgreat,seriously! Youguysarestillhere?
SALLY
Wha
t’sthatsignsay?
(SALLYp
ointstoth
ehiringsign.)
DAVE
We’
rehiringpeopletoworkhere.
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CALIE
Wai
t,soIcould...
DAVE
No.
CALIE
But
...
DAVE
No.
CALIE
Wha
tif…

DAVE
No.
CALIE
OhcomeonDave.
DAVE
Wel
lI’monbreak,luckley.(Davetakesoffhishatputsitonthe
cou
nterandwalksoutofsight. AssoonasDAVEleaves,CALIEwalksin
thedoortothewindow.)
CALIE
Wou
ldyouliketobuyadoughnut?
SALLY
Ithoughtwehadtopay?
CALIE
Notanymore,I’mincharge!
SALLY
Oh,ok!
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CALIE
Sowhatwouldyoulike?
SALLY
Mmm
hhhh…We’lltakethreechocolatedoughnutsplease!
CALIE
Ok!
(CALIEg
oesbackan
dgets3chocolatedoughnutsandthenhandsone
toSALLYandonetoVALERIEandCALIEwalksoutwiththelast
one.)
SALLY
Tha
nkyou!
(Penguin
ssquawkha
ppily.)
SALLY
Com
eonguyslet's,gobugsomepeopleatBurgerKing.
CALIE
YAH
!
(VALERIEsneezesan
dthepenguinswaddleaway.)
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TRIGGER
by
Lonna Neidig

February 26th, 2016
Bellows Free Academy Saint Albans

1

CHARACTERS:

DANA, anxiety over the future.
MAX, anxiety about their sexual
assault.
QUINN, generalized anxiety. They deny
their anxiety.
TRIGGER, the silent embodiment of
anxiety disorder.

SETTING:

An unknown space.

AT RISE:

DANA sits at a desk covered in papers,
stage left. MAX is standing stage
right, nervously glancing at the wings.
QUINN stands center stage, a bed behind
them.
MAX

I can’t breathe.
QUINN
I can’t sleep.
DANA
Existing is difficult.
DANA, MAX
Trigger.
(TRIGGER emerges stage right, passing by
MAX. They tap on MAX’s shoulder.)
MAX
Warning! As a person who was felt up in the dark wings of
their high school auditorium, I’m scared of crowds.
DANA
I’m scared of failure.

QUINN
I don’t know why I’m scared.
DANA, MAX
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Warning! Anxiety disorder strips you of all you love.
MAX
I hate the dark, it scares me. It was dark when you… It
was night. A small party of people I trust.
DANA
My parents raised me well. I work hard, and their approval
makes me happy. It made me better, so here I am
(Gestures to the desk.)
buried in work. All of these graphs, all of these
equations
DANA, MAX, and QUINN
but I can’t make sense of who I am!
QUINN
Who am I anymore? I’m scared of people I called friends.
What was I like before the world scared me? I see
pictures,
of a little kid, grinning ear to ear clutching friends who
are now strangers… But today, wha who am I?
MAX
I trusted him, but his cold fingers slowly slid up my
thighs… and… and… This isn’t the part where I tell you
he raped me, because he didn’t, so why am I so scared?
DANA, QUINN
Everyone tells me it’s no big deal.
DANA, MAX, and QUINN
There’s nothing to be scared of.
MAX, QUINN
Just breathe.
MAX, DANA
You’re okay. Trigger.
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(TRIGGER grabs MAX, DANA, and QUINN
by the arm, leading them all forward)
DANA, MAX, and QUINN
What do you mean I’m “okay”!? I can’t even function on a
basic level. Stop telling me that it could be worse,
because here I am!
MAX
I can’t breathe! Trigger!
QUINN
I can’t sleep!
DANA
Existing is difficult! Trigger!
(TRIGGER shakes DANA violently)
DANA, MAX
Warning! As a human being with an anxiety disorder,
seemingly ordinary things trigger a primal fight or flight
response in me.
DANA
Early mornings sitting in bed on crinkled bed sheets
surrounded by papers because that essay is due tomorrow and
it has a huge effect on the class grade, trigger!
MAX
Those olive green cargo pants, black tshirt, and worn out
gray sneakers because that’s what you wore when you
sexually assaulted me, trigger!
QUINN
The smell of nature and pen ink, because that is you, to me
anyways. You used to be my safety, but lately, I’m scared
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of you. You changed and I don’t even know who you are
anymore!

DANA, MAX, and QUINN
Listen to me, please!
MAX
I feel broken. I need a break.
QUINN
I feel useless. I need a break.
DANA
I’m exhausted. I need a break.
(A beat. TRIGGER claps, causing
the three to collapse.)
DANA, MAX, and QUINN
It’s not fair! I didn’t ask
MAX
to be scared of
of people. I just
want to live.
Not survive.

DANA
to be scared of
the future. I
want to live.
Not survive.

QUINN
to be scared
everything. I
want to live.
Not survive.

DANA, MAX, and QUINN
Trigger, trigger, trigger!
(TRIGGER taps on DANA, MAX, and QUINN’s
Shoulders, causing them to stand up.)
DANA
Anxiety. A feeling of worry.
MAX
Anxiety. A feeling of nervousness.
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QUINN
Anxiety. A feeling of unease.

DANA, MAX, and QUINN
Typically about an imminent event or something with an
uncertain outcome.
MAX
Anxiety disorder. A mental health disorder characterized
By a feeling of worry.

QUINN
A mental health disorder characterized by a feeling of
anxiety.
DANA
A mental health disorder characterized by a feeling of
fear.
DANA, MAX, and QUINN
Strong enough to interfere with one’s daily activities.
(A beat.)
QUINN
It’s the worst when I’m alone. I start thinking of what
ifs
ending with me on my floor, shaking and crying. I don’t
want to be a broken record of excuses and insincere “I’m
sorrys” through clenched teeth. I’m trying, but I’m
scared.
I don’t know what is wrong with me.
DANA
I’m constantly told that I’m going to do great things. But
I’m holding myself back. I’m terrified of failure and
these expectations. They ask too much of me. All I truly
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know is how to hide purple moons below my eyes and how to
cry behind closed doors.
MAX
I’m scared of people and of sleeping. It’s behind closed
eyes that everything plays back to me. His hands on my
thighs, the dark wings and his clammy hands on the curve of
my butt. And a different boy, who stuck his face in mine
with murky brown hair and eyes. He made loud noises
because
it made me uncomfortable. Me squirming was funny to him.
DANA, MAX, and QUINN
Nobody helped me when:
MAX
He pinned me to the wall of my high school’s back stairwell
on a sunny afternoon. Trigger.
DANA
I was scared. I’m a lost child blindly stumbling through
my
piles of work, grabbing desperately for perfection.
Trigger.
QUINN
I was crying at 2 A.M. when the silence and the bed and my
thoughts all became too much to even process.
DANA, MAX, and QUINN
Where were you when I needed you?
QUINN
I feel like I’m drowning in these constant thoughts!
“You’ll be fine.”
MAX
“I’ll make sure nobody ever hurts you.”
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DANA
“I’m here to talk to you.”
MAX
You didn’t stop
the touching.

DANA
You told me to
“Sleep it off”.

QUINN
You didn’t even
help me.

ALL
Trigger.
(TRIGGER pushes MAX back.)
MAX
Warning: I’m fragile.
(TRIGGER pushes DANA back.)
DANA
Warning: I’m scared of myself.
(TRIGGER grabs ahold of QUINN,
Shaking them roughly.)
QUINN
Warning: I’m broken, useless, and exhausted.
DANA
Things
QUINN
are
MAX
difficult.
DANA, MAX, and QUINN
Somedays, sometimes, everything triggers me.
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MAX
People can’t touch me without my thighs and shoulders
burning.
(TRIGGER pulls MAX’s hair)
QUINN
Laying in bed doing nothing late at night, with just my
thoughts, because you promised you would help me.
(TRIGGER pushes QUINN on to the bed)
DANA
Talking about college and studying with the dull roar
of my family.
(TRIGGER pushes DANA back to the desk)
ALL
Loud noises, silence, crowded halls, people who get too
Close. Trigger.
(Silence for several beats.)
I feel:
QUINN
Like a mistake.
MAX
Like I’m broken.
DANA
Like I shouldn’t have ever happened.
(MAX stands up.)
QUINN
I’m slowly losing everything I’ve ever loved. It’s all
slipping away from me.
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DANA, MAX, and QUINN
Trigger.
(TRIGGER pulls MAX downstage, sitting
MAX on the edge of the stage.)
QUINN
I don’t mean to push people away. I know, anxiety makes me
clingy, and moody, and rude, and hard to read, but my
friends are all that I have. My parents think that I’m
just overreacting, that I’m too sensitive.
ALL
Trigger.
(TRIGGER pulls QUINN downstage
MAX begins to cry.)
DANA
My grades are all that matter anymore. My cumulative GPA
of 4.093, a PSAT score of 1,300 in my sophomore year, and
a grade average of an A. My friends are annoyed with me,
because my grade anxiety doesn’t make sense, but it’s the
only thing really making sure I succeed anymore. Trigger.
DANA, MAX, and QUINN
The numbers don’t make sense. Why do they matter?
Why does an A+ matter?
(TRIGGER moves DANA downstage)
Grades are just tests of memory, with values arbitrarily
assigned to strange symbols that would look random if we
didn’t create them.
DANA
Neuroscience doesn’t make sense. My thoughts are really
nothing but jumbled abstract concepts. I can’t make them
make sense anymore.
(DANA, MAX, and QUINN all cry on the
edge of the stage, having their
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own anxiety attack.)
DANA, MAX, and QUINN
I’m sorry!
MAX
I didn’t ask to
for you
be scared of your
every single move!
Never did I
ask for this, my
(MAX)
sexual harassment.

DANA
I didn’t ask
for the pressure.
Or any of this!
Never did I
want any of this.
(DANA)
“A star student”.

QUINN
I didn’t ask
to act like I don’t
exist!
Never did I
mean for this.
(QUINN)
You abandoned me.

DANA, MAX, and QUINN
Trigger. Things are scary and hard with anxiety.
DANA
But just because someone has an anxiety disorder.
MAX
doesn’t mean that they are broken.
(TRIGGER shrinks backwards, fearful)
QUINN
We just need your support in times of need.
DANA, MAX, QUINN
We still love you, trigger. We are still
DANA
living
MAX
breathing
QUINN
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feeling
DANA, MAX, QUINN
humans. And we’re still learning that we can take up
space.
That we can relax. But it isn’t easy.
DANA
We, trigger
QUINN
are, trigger
MAX
still, trigger
DANA, MAX, and QUINN
Growing.
(TRIGGER runs off stage right)
DANA, MAX, and QUINN
We live in hopes of a day without us constantly struggling.
Where the unknown doesn’t scare us. Where physical contact
doesn’t scare us. Where we don’t dissociate in stairwells,
crowds, and public places. Where we can achieve our goals.
We just need some time. Please be patient with us. This
isn’t a fairytale. This isn’t some delusion we created.
Anxiety disorder affects over forty million adults in the
U.S.
(They ALL hug before moving to
their original spots.)
We are real. Please, listen to us.

Bereavement
by
Heaven Collins

5/2/16
Bellows Free Academy Saint Albans

CHARACTERS: ERIC, Husband, 37
TIFFANY, Wife, 36
RECEPTIONIST, always working, 78
SETTING:
Waiting room
AT RISE:
ERIC and TIFFANY are sitting in two chairs
in what appears to be a waiting room. There is a
receptionist desk to the right of them, and empty
chairs are lined up on either side. There is a coffee
table in front of them with multiple thick books on
top of it and a vase of dead flowers. The lighting is
dim.
ERIC
I don't get why you dragged me here, everything is fine.
TIFFANY
Everything's not fine and you know it.
ERIC
There are no problems on my end, maybe on yours, but not on
mine. I feel fine. A little empty, but fine. You?
TIFFANY
That's not funny, Eric.
ERIC
C'mon Tiffany, you used to laugh at stupid jokes like that.
TIFFANY
Usedto. I don't anymore. New place, new me.
ERIC
It's not that new of a place, have you seen all the old people
walking around down here? I hate it.
TIFFANY
So everything isn't fine on your end if you hate it here.
ERIC
The old people only, not anything else. Do you ever listen to
me?
TIFFANY

Funny, because I could ask you the same thing. I can't believe
we're stuck here for the rest of our lives. Stuck with you,
stuck here.
ERIC
Stuck with the old people.
TIFFANY
Yeah.
(They sit in silence for a few moments.)
ERIC
I'm sorry.
TIFFANY
No you aren't.
ERIC
Are you in my brain, because if you were, you would know how
sorry I am. Do you think I want to be here? I don't. I don't
want to be here as much as the next person does, but I am here.
We're both here. Get over it.
TIFFANY
Do you think it's possible to get divorces here? Asking for a
friend, obviously.
ERIC
Ha. Ha. You are just 
sofunny. Things were fine between us
before this.
TIFFANY
We were practically in a different world before this. Nothing
bad had happened.
(ERIC stands up and starts to pace around the room.)
ERIC
Why do you blame me?
(TIFFANY thinks for a moment, staring blankly at
ERIC.)

TIFFANY
I don't.
ERIC
It's written all over your face. I can hear it in your voice.
You hate me. You blame me.
TIFFANY
And if I do?
ERIC
I just want to know why.
TIFFANY
Maybe it's because you were the one driving the car.
ERIC
That could've easily been you.
TIFFANY
You're the one who was going too fast.
ERIC
Because you were the one in a rush.
Because I was in 
pain
.

TIFFANY

(ERIC suddenly turns cold and stares at TIFFANY.)
ERIC
Well what hurt more, the contractions or the part where we died
and our baby got to live?
TIFFANY
So now you're blaming me?
ERIC
You were the one who was yelling at me to go faster! You were
the one who told me to drive because you obviously couldn't! We
had 
plentyof time to make it to the hospital. But you were
impatient. You were always impatient.
TIFFANY

You know we both lost a child, right? Not just you. And now
we're here, and we're 
dead
, and we're stuck with each other for
the rest of our lives.
ERIC
We didn’t lose a child! The child lost us.
TIFFANY
Stop acting like it’s my fault, it’s not my fault. I was
pregnant, I was doing what normal pregnant people do when
they’re in labor, telling who was driving to rush.
ERIC
It wasn't my fault. It wasn't your fault either. I'm just
upset. You are too.
TIFFANY
Of course I'm upset. I'm more than upset. I deserve to be more
than upset.
(ERIC sits back down next to TIFFANY, resting a hand
on her leg.)
ERIC
Hey, look on the bright side for minute, okay? At least we
drafted a Will before this all happened.
TIFFANY
Only because I made you.
ERIC
Yeah, but now we know our child will be in good hands. They
won't go to an orphanage or be in foster care. They'll be with
our friends.
TIFFANY
That's true.
ERIC
What do you think everybody is doing right now?
TIFFANY
Living their normal day to day lives, that’s what we always did
after experiencing loss.

ERIC
I hope the baby’s happy.
TIFFANY
Well, that is what every parent wants for their child, even if
both parents happen to be dead.
ERIC
Are you mad at me still?
TIFFANY
No.
ERIC
Do you still want a ghost divorce?
TIFFANY
Don't call it that, that sounds ridiculous.
ERIC
This whole situation is ridiculous.
TIFFANY
And no, I don't.
(A RECEPTIONIST appears back at her desk, arranging
papers.)
RECEPTIONIST
Mr. and Mrs. Covington, your paperwork has been processed. Here
are your final handbooks that will tell you where you'll be
going, along with the door key.
(ERIC and TIFFANY walk over and retrieve the booklets,
quickly starting to flip through them.)
RECEPTIONIST
You'll find your respective doorways down the hallway.
(ERIC and TIFFANY head towards the hallway, but ERIC
quickly notices something seriously wrong.)
ERIC
Yours is different from mine, she made a mistake.

TIFFANY
I'm sure she didn't even notice. Excuse me, ma'am, you gave my
husband and I different booklets and keys.
RECEPTIONIST
Yes, I know.
ERIC
You made a mistake.
RECEPTIONIST
No I didn't, you two are going to two separate afterlives.
TIFFANY
But we're married so we should be able to stay together.
(RECEPTIONIST nods her head in disapproval.)
RECEPTIONIST
You know when you get married and you say your vows?
(TIFFANY nods.)
RECEPTIONIST
Well, correct me if I'm wrong, but isn't part of those vows
"Till death do us part?"
TIFFANY
Yeah, but we're together right now. Death didn't part us.
RECEPTIONIST
Because this is the area between life and death. You haven't
reached your true afterlives yet.
ERIC
That's not fair though, why can't you cheat the system?
RECEPTIONIST
There's a new couple in here almost every week asking me that.
You guys aren't a special case, say your goodbyes and get out of
the waiting area or else I'll have you escorted out. You won't
like that.
(ERIC and TIFFANY look at each other in defeat.)

RECEPTIONIST
I’m sorry. I know it may seem like I don’t have sympathy, but
even in the afterlife you have a boss, and he doesn’t like it
when we don’t follow the rules.
ERIC
Do you mean like, God is your boss?
RECEPTIONIST
Not God, but something like that. As I said before, I’ve seen
so many couples go through this, young ones especially. It’s
not a fun thing to watch, but I like to think they end up happy.
You’re getting a second chance.
TIFFANY
What if we don’t need a second chance?
RECEPTIONIST
Everybody needs a second chance at least once. Now c’mon, I
don’t have all night, go run along you two.
(They hug each other passionately before walking to
their doors right across from each other.)
TIFFANY
Why do you think they do this?
ERIC
Who knows.
TIFFANY
Do you think things will really be completely different?
ERIC
Totally different.
TIFFANY
Are you going to try and find another hot ghost babe to date?
Take advantage of your second chance?
ERIC

I’ve been looking forward to the moment where I’d be able to
date a hot ghost babe my entire life!
TIFFANY
I’m being serious, Eric.
ERIC
I don’t know, maybe. You’ll always be my first love. You can
find a hot ghost hunk or something, it wouldn’t bother me. I
want you to be happy.
TIFFANY
I’m happy with you.
ERIC
And I’m happy with you! But I don’t want you to be miserable
without me. I want you to find other people to be happy with.
TIFFANY
I’ll try.
ERIC
That’s all I’m asking.
TIFFANY
Are you scared?
ERIC
Are you?
TIFFANY
Yes. Because you won't be there.
ERIC
I'll be there in spirit.
(TIFFANY laughs, ERIC smiles.)
ERIC
I didn't mean it to be funny, but that was pretty funny.
TIFFANY
I love you.

ERIC
I love you too.
(With one last glance back at each other, TIFFANY and
ERIC walk through their doors. Closing them as they wave
at each other.)

The Movie of our Lives
A tenminute play
by
Louisa Funk

Draft: Final
School: Mount Abraham Union Middle and High School
Author’s Mailing Address:
Author’s Phone:
Authors Email Address:
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CHARACTERS:

MAGGIE, the oldest sister, 18
HAZEL, the middle sister, 15
ESME, the youngest sister, 11
PENNY, mother of the girls, 48

SCENE:

The living room of the three girls.

AT RISE:

The sisters are watching a movie. HAZEL, has a bowl of
popcorn in her lap. ESME, is sitting in middle of MAGGIE
and HAZEL, laughing hysterically.

HAZEL
Esme, what are you laughing at? It is literally an animated horse.
ESME
(Still laughing) Yeah. An animated horse… that is swimming… through the… the
ocean!
MAGGIE
What on earth did we agree to?
ESME
Fun, Maggie. You agreed to having fun!
HAZEL
Ooo stupid animated films? Not my idea of fun.
(At that, ESME starts throwing popcorn at Hazel)
Esme! Stop throwing popcorn at me!
ESME
Oh come on Hazel! Just because you’re old now doesn’t mean you can’t have
fun! Also mom said you had to watch, so ha.
MAGGIE
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(MAGGIE’S phone rings)
Shush you two, it’s Mom.
Hi Mom! (MAGGIE walks off)
PENNY
Hi Sweetie! How’s it going?
MAGGIE
Ugh, Mom. She’s making us watch that princess movie. Again.
PENNY
Come on Mags, be nice. She’s your little sister. A little quality time won’t kill you.
Far from it. Make sure Hazel is nice to her too.
(MAGGIE looks grumpy)
Soon you won’t be living with your sisters anymore and you’ll miss watching
princess movies with them. Make the most of this time Maggie. No matter how
hard you try to deny it, you love them both very much. Remember that.

MAGGIE
(MAGGIE now looks thoughtful and slightly sad)
(Sighs) Okay. You’re right, I’ll try. Love you, bye.
PENNY
I love you too honey. See you soon.
(MAGGIE walks back to her sisters)
HAZEL
What’d she say?
MAGGIE
Um…nothing.
(Still fiddling with her cell phone, checking her grades)
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Ugh! My grade in chemistry went down to a 95%! That teacher hates me, I
swear!
HAZEL
(Sarcastically) Oh no! A 95! The horror.
MAGGIE
(MAGGIE is pacing)
Yes, it is a horror! Every grade counts towards college! If I fail chemistry, then I’ll
never get into college, and then I won’t get a good job, and then I’ll be living in
the basement forever!
ESME
Ick! It’s dusty down there. Can you pass the popcorn please?
HAZEL
(HAZEL stands up in order to continue her conversation with MAGGIE. ESME
stands when HAZEL stands in pursuit of the popcorn.)
Honestly Maggie, a 95% isn’t gonna land you in the basement. Stop stressing
out.
MAGGIE
(Clearly stressed) I’m not. I’m not stressing out.
(takes a deep breath and sits down)
HAZEL
(HAZEL sits down as well, ESME follows)
(Unconvinced) Uh huh.
MAGGIE
(Jumps up)
(Loudly)Well at least 
I
care about school.
ESME
Hazel! The popcorn!
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HAZEL
(Jumps up too)
(loudly) Oh wow! You ‘care’? I thought you were just a perfect GPA robot without
human emotions.
MAGGIE
Perfect GPA? I’ll take that as a compliment.
HAZEL
Then I guess I must’ve said it wrong.
(Both girls sit down in a huff)
ESME
Can someone 
please 
pass me the popcorn already!
HAZEL
Sorry I didn’t hear you ask for it.
(ESME throws her arms up and mutters in exasperation)
But anyways Maggie
ESME
Hazel, Maggie Shh! I’m trying to hear the words to the song!
(Singing) We belong together like the sun, and the moon;
Beside you I will always stay;
Together our hearts will bloom;
I will never be far awaaaaaay!

MAGGIE
(Jokingly) Oh wow. Those are some emotionally charged and intelligently written
lyrics.

ESME
(Sincerely) Exactly Maggie! You understand!
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HAZEL
(Laughing)This is soooo cliche.
EMSE
That doesn’t mean it isn’t fun! I know you are enjoying this. You don’t need to be
embarrassed about it.
HAZEL
(Clearly starting to enjoy more, but still denying) You’re wrong Esme. First of all,
I’m 
not
enjoying this. Second of all, I would definitely be embarrassed about it if I
was.
MAGGIE
Cliche is one thing, but did you guys notice how sexist this movie is? I mean the
oldest princess, whatever her name is, she doesn’t need a prince! That is the
problem with society, I mean, everywhere I look, even in children's movies for
crying out loud, women are being told that they aren’t good enough! She doesn’t
need him in order to be a Queen! Do you know what I mean?
ESME
Nope.
HAZEL
Of course you don’t.
(ESME sticks her tongue out at HAZEL)
ESME
Ooo it’s time for the ball! Look how pretty the princess’s are!
HAZEL
Esme, the princesses are animated, they aren’t real.
ESME
(Pretends to pout and cry)
MAGGIE
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(mockingly) Oh lord no! The evil princess is coming through. It looks as if she is
about to ruin the Fairy Ball.
ESME
Um, Maggie, they’re not fairies they’re princesses.
MAGGIE
My bad.
ESME
Ooo it’s Liliana’s coronation!
HAZEL
Oh wow thrilling.
MAGGIE
(Sarcastically) Hazel, be a little bit more considerate! Liliana’s coronation is a big
deal! Soon she’ll be a queen. It’s a huge responsibility!
ESME
Yes, that 
is
a lot of responsibility Maggie! She’s a queen for goodness sakes! The
lives of hundreds of people are under her control. She’s can’t just be a kid
anymore. There is no turning back. (MAGGIE’S eyes slowly widen and she starts
to grip onto the couch cushion.)
MAGGIE
Oh my God! Lili must be so scared. I mean, all of a sudden, so much is coming at
her. Last night she was a kid, and now all of a sudden, she’s the ruler of a
mythical land. What if she’s not ready? She isn’t ready! It’s all coming so fast, she
just doesn’t know how to deal with it! She definitely isn’t ready! She wishes things
would just slow down! What if she fails?
HAZEL
(Sarcastically) Okay, yeah. Um I see where you’re coming from, I guess.
Sometimes princess movies can just really freak you out, huh Maggie?
But seriously, what’s the big deal? It’s not like it’s you.
MAGGIE
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You’re right.
(MAGGIE shakes her head)
It’s not me.
Oh my God! Look at that. Her little sister is trying to steal her spotlight during her
big coronation dance! How dare Annabelle do that to her?
ESME
For goodness sakes you two, I am trying to watch the movie! Have you ever
heard of courtesy when it comes to screening a princess movie. Hush up!
HAZEL
I mean, but I can totally understand where Annabelle is coming from
ESME
Oh my! Don’t you start! I am just trying to watch in peace but you keep
yammering on and on and
HAZEL
I mean she’s the middle princess. Things can be tough for the middle princesses!
First of all, Liliana is obviously gonna get the prince, even though Anna saw him
first. Second of all, she’s “Queen Liliana” for goodness sake! It’s just unfair.
Annabelle has spent her entire 15 years trying to be like her sister, or at least
measure up, but she just never seems to succeed! I mean is it so wrong that she
wanted a moment in the spotlight? I think it’s long overdue. She is a good little
princess. She deserves this.

MAGGIE
Are you serious? This is 
Lili’s
big night, not Anabelle’s!
HAZEL
But 
every single 
night seems to be Liliana’s big night! Would it kill her to share
some of the glory once in her life?
MAGGIE
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(angrily) What?
(MAGGIE understands what her sister is saying.)
(Pauses and realizes what HAZEL means.) Actually, yeah that makes sense.
She definitely deserves this.
(HAZEL and MAGGIE share a smile)
ESME
You know what else makes sense? Listening to the movie! This is an important
part! Everyone be quiet!
(Silence for about five seconds)
But while we’re on the subject of unfair, Poor Clarissa! Her sisters are all growing
up. Liliana and Annabelle are both getting old, and even becoming queens!
There won’t be time for her anymore! They don’t spend much time with her as
they used to and it is just gonna get worse. Next thing you know, they’re gonna
be skipping the tea parties to be with their princes! They’ll forget about her!
HAZEL
Wow. Being a Princess is hard.
MAGGIE
You’re right Hazel, it is hard. But they’ll manage. They’ll pull through. Despite the
occasional little troubles, these princesses have an awesome life! See, Annabelle
found her prince at the coronation ball! She had the dance floor all to herself at
one point! And look, Liliana looks like she’s having a great time being queen! She
doesn’t seem scared at all. Maybe that’s because there is nothing to be afraid of!
Things are changing, but Esme, you know that they always save the last dance
for each other, you’ll see. It all works out perfectly. They’ll pull through. And so
will we.
HAZEL
(Sighs) Yeah.
(The girls sit in silence for a while, just enjoying each others company. All is quiet
until ESME breaks the peace.)
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ESME
Oh! It’s musical faceoff time! The evil one is challenging Annabelle for the tiara!
Hazel, will you be the evil princess? We can act it out!
HAZEL
Sorry Esme, but no.
ESME
Please? I love you so much and you are the most beautiful person ever!!
Please?!
HAZEL
Ok fine. But only if Maggie agrees to be Prince Antonio!
MAGGIE
I thought you’d never ask.
(The girls all smile at each other)
Let’s go! Evil lady is taking off her gloves. Things are about to get feisty.
ESME
Ok, ok let’s go!!
HAZEL
Ok!
(EMSE and HAZEL dance around each other in a mock ballet style. They are
giggling and having a good time. After a little bit MAGGIE comes in and wraps
ESME in a tickle hug.)
ESME
(Between laughs) Hey! Maggie! You’re supposed to be on my team!
MAGGIE
(Jokingly) I was but then I switched. You are a terrible dancer. I decided to get
with the winning team.
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ESME
(Still laughing) Oh yeah? Well, you are a terrible popcorn maker! You didn’t add
enough butter! So ha!
MAGGIE
Oh well you still ate almost the entire bowl so I guess it wasn’t that bad!
ESME
Hey! I was hungry!
HAZEL
So was I, but you ate it all. So I am still hungry!
(HAZEL at this point, joins the tickle fight. Soon the girls are all in a pile on the
ground laughing. Suddenly, ESME shoots up.)
ESME
We missed the wedding scene! We have to rewind!
(MAGGIE and HAZEL share a look, then begin to laugh. Soon Esme laughs too.
The sisters all smile at each other. That smile says everything that they are afraid
to say outloud.)

Puppets Galore
A tenminute play
by
Meaghan Stanley

Hannaford Career Center/ Addison Repertory Theatre

CHARACTERS: RICK, a middle aged man who’s going through a really tough
break up, his puppet is an orange (like the fruit) with a stick
stuck in it, a smiley face drawn in sharpie on one side, and a
frowny face on the other.
JOHN, a middle aged man who is Rick’s best friend. His puppet
is an apple with a stick stuck in it, a smiley face drawn in
sharpie on one side and a frowny face on the other.
ANABEL, a little girl sitting in the audience.
CHAD, Anabel’s father.
SCENE:

A black box theater, with a small block that RICK and JOHN
can hide behind to play with their puppets.

AT RISE:

RICK and JOHN are behind the block, holding up their puppets.
The puppets are named Juan and Jose, respectively. To start,
they are both wearing tiny sombreros.

JOHN:
(In a high pitched, offensive spanish accent.)
Well, Juan, I don’t know about you but I could really go for some chipotle right now.

RICK:
(Also in a high pitched offensive accent.)
I would love to, Jose but unfortunately, we’re simple fruit. We can’t eat food from our wonderful
heritage.
JOHN:
But Juan, what about that cute grapefruit who runs the register? Wouldn’t you like to see her
tacos?
RICK:
Well, of course, too bad she’s a LYING WHORE. JUST LIKE ALL OTHER WOMEN EVER.
THEY ALL SUCK.
JOHN:
(Stands up, still holding his apple stick.)
Hey man, come on, you know this is a kid’s show.

RICK:
John, you literally just asked Jose if he wanted to see a grapefruit’s tacos. Why are you trying to
oppress my creativity?
JOHN:
Okay, hey, we came up with that joke together and it is a very clever innuendo. What we can’t
do is scream naughty words at children and make them cry.
RICK:
But why nooootttttttt?
JOHN:
Because it’s very inappropriate.
RICK:
You’re inappropriate!
JOHN:
You’re going through a break
RICK:
DON’T YOU DARE BRING UP VANESSA.
(Starts crying)
I miss her so much.
JOHN:
I know man, I know. But you gotta get your feces cohesive.
RICK:
(Sniffling)
You’re right. I’m sorry, I’m gonna go fix my mascara, you can go ahead and do the introduction.
(Rick exits, JOHN sighs and pauses for a dadent before turning to the audience and smiling at
them. He greets a few, as if it was a real show.)
JOHN:
Hello, and welcome one and all to Puppets Galore! This puppet show is something my colleague,
Rick Hazmat and I have been working on for about six years now. We’re very excited to show it
to you all this time. Unfortunately, we only have a limited amount of time, but we are very

excited to show you what professionals like us are capable of. This show will have our
wonderful puppets that we have put much work into, Juan and Jose and it will showcase their
wonderful adventures. This show will also have a lot of puns, I guess you could call it a PUNNet
show. 
(pause)
Uh, okay, now is usually the part that Rick says some stuff so I’ll just tell you
guys some jokes before he gets back, I guess. So, uh, 
what's the difference between bird flu and
swine flu? If you have bird flu, you need tweetment. If you have swine flu, you need
oinkment…..A rubber band pistol was confiscated from algebra class because it was a weapon
of math disruption…...What did the green grape say to the purple grape? Breathe, idiot! BRE
RICK:
Sorry, hello, everyone! Welcome to puppets galore
JOHN:
Already did that bit.
RICK:
Did you talk about the punnet show?
JOHN:
Yeah.
RICK:
Dude you took all the best lines.
JOHN:
Well, you were gone forever, what did you expect me to do?
RICK:
Okay, fine, whatever, let’s just do the first bit. Go behind the thing and grab the puppets.
JOHN:
Okay, okay.
(He ducks behind the block, holding up his puppet.)
RICK:
Alright, I guess we better get started! This first bit is actually based off of the first time we ever
played with Juan and Jose, way back when we were just children. Enjoy!
(Rick ducks behind the block and allows his puppet to join JOHN’s. He then again dons the high
pitched, offensive spanish accent.)

Ohhh, hello, Jose, how are you on this fine hot day?
JOHN:
Boy, Juan, I’m great but I’m afraid my sombrero will melt. Ahahaha. It’s as hot as a jalapeno up
in here.
RICK:
Oh, Jose, you silly silly fruit! Your sombrero can’t melt, it’s what keeps you cool!
JOHN:
Then why isn’t it working?
RICK:
Because you’re wearing it upside down!
(They pause for laughs, whether or not the laughs occur.)
JOHN:
(Peers up from behind the block to look at the audience before whispering to Rick.)
This is comedy gold man, I’m so proud of us.
RICK:
Me too, for a second there I almost forforforgot….
(He starts to tear up.)
JOHN:
Oh god, come on, don’t do this to me now.
RICK:
No, no you’re right, I’m good. It’s just that... VVanessa never liked our bits….I miss her so
much. God, she was right, I should have taken that job in Hobokin! At least then I would have
benefits!
JOHN:
Hey man, pull yourself together, come on, we’re in the middle of a show and we’ve got like five
minutes left. Let’s do the audience bit, okay?
RICK:
Ookay.
(JOHN stands up and looks at the crowd, now speaking at a normal volume.)

JOHN:
Sorry for the brief pause, folks, but we’re going to make some adjustments to our show. Can we
get a volunteer from the audience please?
ANABEL:
I’ll do it!!!!! Pick me!!!!! Pick me!!!!!
CHAD:
Anabel, no!
ANABEL:
Yes, yes, yes!!!!!!! Pick me!!!!!!!!!
JOHN:
Alright, I guess we’ll take the little shouting girl in the front row, come on up honey.
(Anabel and Chad stand up from their seats and join the men on stage.)
Oh, I, uh didn’t expect your dad to come with us, that’s okay, I guess, we can make it work.
What’s your name sweetie?
ANABEL:
I’m Anabel and this is my daddy, Chad! Sometimes I call him Chaddy like mommy does and
sometimes I hear mommy call him daddy like I do!
CHAD:
Anabel! That’s not something you should share!
RICK:
Are you sure that’s your dad? People lie a lot, you know.
CHAD:
Oh, shut your mouth, you miserable old man.
RICK:
Don’t tell me what to do, overprotective, di
JOHN:
OKAY! Let’s stay civil, Rick, these are people who paid to see us perform.

CHAD:
This was a free show.
JOHN:
That’s not important, so, Anabel, we have a very special job for you.
ANABEL:
Yes, yes, what is it???????
JOHN:
We’re going to have you stand right behind this block and answer some questions from Juan and
Jose, okay?
ANABEL:
Okay!!!!!
(Anabel runs behind the block, happy as a clam. Rick joins her to pick up his puppet.)
CHAD:
Is this all going to be safe?
JOHN:
Yes, of course.
CHAD:
Is this all going to be offensive?
JOHN:
None of what we do is offensive, I’m personally offended that you would even suggest a thing.
CHAD:
Are you seriously trying to tell me that you think your sombrero wearing fruits aren’t offensive?
For real?
(Soft crying is heard from Rick.)
JOHN:
They’re sombrero wearing fruits! That’s cute and funny! How is it offensive?
(The crying gradually gets louder.)

CHAD:
Are you kidding me? Did you not listen to the voices and accents you two were doing?
JOHN:
We were going for accurate representation! What’s that noise?
(The two turn around to see Rick kneeling in front of Anabel and crying and looking at her.)
What the hell, man?
RICK:
Sheshe looks like VaVanessa’s bbbaby pictures!!
(Rick starts sobbing uncontrollably.)
JOHN:
Oh my god, are you kidding me?
RICK:
Why would I joke about something like this?????? Do you find people’s pain and heartbreak
funny?????
(He continues his gross sobbing.)
CHAD:
In this case, definitely. You’re ridiculous.
JOHN:
Hey! Don’t talk to him like that.
CHAD:
I’ll talk to him however I want, this show is awful and you two have wasted the last six years of
your life. Anabel, sweetie, let’s go.
(At this point Anabel is touching Rick’s face, she wipes off one of his tears and licks it with her
finger.)
ANABEL:
Daddy, this tastes good! I wanna make more boys cry!
CHAD:
And I’m sure you will sweetie, come on.
(On their way out, Anabel accidentally steps on one of the puppets.)

ANABEL:
Oh no!!!!!! Juan!!!!!!! I killed him!!!!!!!!!
(She starts crying.)
DADDY!!!!!!!!!! I killed him!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
CHAD:
Good riddance, come on darling.
JOHN:
Hey! You have to pay for that!
CHAD:
It’s a fruit, just buy a new one at the grocery store.
JOHN:
Do you know how expensive those sombreros are though??
(He picks up Jose and turns him around so the apple is frowning at him before doing his high
pitched offensive voice.)
I can’t believe you wouldn’t even care about my friend!!
CHAD:
Come on, Anabel, let’s go.
(He takes his daughter’s hand and walks out of the theater, Anabel’s sobbing is heard until
there’s a sound of a door slamming.)
JOHN:
I’m sorry, Rick. I know you were looking forward to this, and after everything with Vanessa, this
must have been really tough.
RICK:
It’s okay, it’s almost a fitting end. It seems like Juan is taking his final breaths though, I think
Jose would like to say goodbye.
JOHN:
I think he would too.
(He lays the apple next to the orange, and begins speaking in the offensive accent once more.)
Juan.. Juan, stay with me, amigo.
RICK:
(Also in the offensive accent.)

I.. I believe that this…. is……. goodbye, my…...amigo.
JOHN:
I will nnever forget you… my amigo. Tell me what you see.
RICK:
I see the light… I see sombreros as far as the as the eye can see. I see tacos and burritos, and I…
I can eat them now. I have teeth. It is truly wonderful…. my amigo.
JOHN:
I will miss you so much. Gracias, for everything.
RICK:
You’re welcome in spanish. Te amo….. my amigo.
JOHN:
Te amo, my amigo.
RICK:
Goodbye in spanish.
JOHN:
Goodbye… my amigo. Enjoy yourself in the great chipotle in the sky.
RICK:
(Dying noises.) (In spanish.)
JOHN:
NOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!!!!!! IN SPANISHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!!!
[FIN]

SECRETS
by
Julia Scott

2/22/2016
BFA St. Albans
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CHARACTERS:

ALEX, teen coming out to parents, 16,
SHARON, adopted mother of ALEX, 43
JESS, girlfriend of ALEX, 16,
BRIAN, adopted father of ALEX, 45

SETTING:

Two floor family home

AT RISE:

ALEX is
window,
extreme
come up

on the second floor, near the
alone in the house. JESS stands
downstage right. Spotlights
on them. Both hold cell phones.

JESS
Are you really going to do it? It’s not easy to come out, even to
your family. Especially to your family.
ALEX
Yeah. I think so. I guess.
(Sighs, and pauses.)
I don’t know. It’s like, I don’t think that my parents are going
to disown me or anything, but it’s still so hard to tell them.
JESS
No, I get it. It’s not easy. But I really do think that they’ll
be accepting.
(A car engine sounds in the background. ALEX turns to
the window.)
ALEX
Wait  My mom’s home. I have to go. Um, wish me luck?
JESS
You can do this. I love you. See you tomorrow.
ALEX
Love you too. Bye
(Both hang up. Light goes off on JESS, who leaves stage
right. SHARON opens the front door, entering stage
right. She is holding two pizza boxes.)
SHARON
I’m home, and I come bearing food.
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ALEX
I’ll be down in a minute. I’m just finishing some homework.
SHARON
Your dad should be home soon. He texted me to say he was leaving
a little while ago.
(ALEX goes down the stairs and stands near SHARON.)
ALEX
Hey, um, mom  I, uh…
SHARON
What’s up?
ALEX
I actually need to…
(ALEX trails off)
I need help with my math. Trigonometry, you know?
SHARON
Yeah, of course. Can it wait till after dinner though?
ALEX
Uh, yeah. Totally.
(ALEX takes a deep breath, starts again.)
Actually, I need to talk with you. And Dad. It’s really pretty
important.
SHARON
Okay, sure. Can I ask you a favour?
ALEX
Yeah, what’d you need?
SHARON
I forgot to grab the mail. Can you go get it?
(ALEX nods, and leaves stage right through the front
door. SHARON picks up the phone. It rings.)
BRIAN
(Offstage left) Hey, what’s up?
SHARON
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It’s me. Alex’s acting strangely. She says she needs to talk to
us about something. I think she’s figured out that she’s
(SHARON glances towards the door, and continues in a
whisper.)
That she’s adopted.
BRIAN
Oh, no.
SHARON
Yeah, “oh, no”. I knew we should have just told her when she was
younger.
BRIAN
I’m almost home. Does she seem upset?
SHARON
Not really angry, so much as nervous. Like she thinks we’ll be
mad that she found out. How long till you get here?
BRIAN
I’ll be there in just a minute. I know we should have said
something sooner. It’s just that it felt like telling her that
someone didn’t want her.
SHARON
I know. But she has to understand. The agreement was always “when
she’s older”.
(SHARON forces a laugh)
I guess she decide when she was old enough.
BRIAN
You’re right. I love you. We’ve got this. She’s a good kid, I’m
sure she’ll understand. Just wait for me and we can face this
together. I’m turning onto our road now.
SHARON
You’re right. We can do this. And even if she’s mad at first, we
can always go to a family counselor, right?
BRIAN
Definitely. I should go, I’m almost home. Bye.
SHARON
I love you so much. Drive safe.
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(ALEX enters through the door stage right, holding a
stack of mail.)
ALEX
Okay, we’ve got a catalog, bill, bill, car magazine, and this
last one is the neighbour’s. I don’t think their home, so I’ll
bring it over later. When’s Dad getting home?
SHARON
Any time now.
ALEX
Okay. Alright. Just...
(ALEX is cut off by a car engine sounds outside,
followed by a “beep”. BRIAN enters stage right.)
BRIAN
Hey, Kiddo. How was school?
ALEX
It was fine. Look, um, I know you just got home, but we need to
talk. As a family. I have to tell you something.
BRIAN
Alright.
(BRIAN and SHARON exchange a look.)
ALEX
Um, have a seat.
(BRIAN and SHARON sit on the sofa. Upstairs, ALEX’s
phone rings.)
ALEX
Oh, um, sorry. II should get that. I’ll just be a second.
(ALEX runs upstairs and answers the phone. JESS enters
and stands extreme upstage left, talking into a phone.)
Hey, it’s ALEX.
JESS
Yeah, it’s me. Did you talk to them?
ALEX
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Not yet. I’m trying. They’re kinda wiggy. Like, I don’t know,
maybe they know what I want to talk about. Do you think they’ll
be upset that I’m gay? I thought that it would be okay, but I
don’t know...I’m just getting worried now.
(SHARON points towards the second story, and puts a
finger to her lips. She stands up and walks to the bottom of the
stairs. BRIAN stands up and follows a few steps.)
JESS
I really don’t think that they’d be like that. They must just be
nervous because you’re nervous. Are you getting cold feet?
ALEX
I mean, I’m nervous, but I have to tell them. It’s a part of who
I am, and I can’t just ignore it.
SHARON
She says that it’s about who she is. And that we have to address
it.
BRIAN
You were right. She knows! What are we going to do? She’ll be
upset we didn’t tell her.
SHARON
Calm down. She might hear you.
ALEX
And why is it so hard to just say it? Ugh! It’s not like it’s a
dirty word or something. Why does this have to be so challenging?
JESS
Just try to calm down. It’ll be fine. I know you can do this.
SHARON
I think she’s mad that we haven’t already told her. I don’t know
who she’s talking to.
ALEX
I should go. If I wait any longer I might lose whatever will I
still have.
JESS
Alright, bye.
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SHARON
Oh, go, go, go!
(SHARON and BRIAN return to the sofa. ALEX hangs up and
starts down the stairs.)
ALEX
Hey, sorry.
(ALEX stops and looks at her parents.)
You heard all of that didn’t you?
BRIAN
Yeah, we did. Sorry.
SHARON
I know what you’re going to say.
ALEX
You do?
BRIAN
Yes, of course.
SHARON
I guess that I just want to know how you found out.
ALEX
Well, more or less the normal way.
BRIAN
Is there a “normal” way?
ALEX
You just realise. And then you look back, and everything just
kind of makes sense. Like, I should have known long ago.
SHARON
You mean, it was that obvious?
ALEX
Well, I mean, I’ve known for several years, actually. I guess,
yeah, it kind of was. It’s just that, I didn’t want to believe it
for a while.
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SHARON
Oh, wow. I mean, we had no idea that you knew all that time.
BRIAN
Why didn’t you say something sooner?
ALEX
I was scared. I just hope that this doesn’t change anything, you
know? Are we...are we all cool? It’s not going to affect…
(ALEX’s voice catches. SHARON and BRIAN stand up and go
to her.)
You still love me?
BRIAN and SHARON
Yes!
(BRIAN pulls ALEX into a hug.)
SHARON
You’re still our little Scallop. It’s not going to change
anything. We love you. It’s always been true; It always will be
true.
ALEX
II’m so glad to hear that. I was really scared. I guess it was
kind of silly.
BRIAN
And you aren’t upset with us?
ALEX
No. How could I be?
(BRIAN lets go of ALEX. ALEX throws herself onto the
sofa.)
ALEX
I feel...so much better now. Like, like I was weighed down and
now I’m free. Wow. That sounds so cliche.
(ALEX starts to giggle, before descending into a
laughing fit. BRIAN and SHARON begin to laugh too.)
SHARON
Anyway, there was no need to be scared. It’s our fault.
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ALEX
What are you saying, “Your fault”? It’s not anyone’s fault. It’s
just who I am.
BRIAN
What are you saying?
ALEX
This was how I was born. That’s how it works.
(SHARON puts a hand on ALEX’s shoulder.)
SHARON
No...it’s not. It’s not like it’s fate, or destiny. That would
just be cruel. It’s just what happens. I’m sorry.
ALEX
Well, it’s not, like, a thing that just suddenly changes. You
don’t just wake up one day and find everything different.
SHARON
Alex, it’s okay. We can work this out if you’re confused. We
could see a therapist or
ALEX
It’s not okay. What you’re saying...it isn’t true. You don’t know
what you’re talking about.
BRIAN
Sweetie
ALEX
No. No, Dad.
BRIAN
Alex, don’t get so upset. You’re being absurd. There’s nothing to
get angry about! We want to help.
(ALEX stands up. She walks away from her parents.)
ALEX
No. I thought you would understand. It’s not like I had some kind
of choice. It’s not anyone’s fault. I thought you were the kind
of parents who would get it. I can’t believe I was so wrong. I
just...I just...
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(ALEX throws her hands up in frustration.)
UGH! You said that you wouldn’t see me any differently, but here
you are trying to tell me that  that, what? What do you mean
“cruel”? It shouldn’t make life harder. If people were just more
accepting....And...and for you to...
(ALEX sighs. She sits down on the floor. They sit in
silence for a moment.)
BRIAN
I didn’t  we didn’t  mean to upset you. I get that this can be
hard. I’m sorry.
ALEX
No, I’m sorry. I didn’t mean to...to go off like that. I know
that you don’t mean it. It’s just all so new to talk about.
SHARON
I didn’t mean to make you think that I was saying that it was
bad. I hope you understand, we love you just as much, regardless.
Nothing can change that. Not this, not anything else. We are your
parents.
ALEX
No more secrets.
(SHARON and BRIAN nod in agreement.)
BRIAN
No more secrets. Definitely.
SHARON
I think we could all use some dinner.
(SHARON stands up and walks to the table.)
ALEX
Good, because now I’m hungry.
BRIAN
Did you get Hawaiian?
SHARON
Honey, no one like Hawaiian pizza.
BRIAN
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Wow, you don’t even sugar coat it. I’ll have you know that there
is a significant portion of the population that enjoys Hawaiian
pizza.
ALEX
A significant portion of the population also watches Keeping Up
With The Kardashians. Your argument doesn't really stand up.
BRIAN
And now you’re ganging up on me? Is there no honour?
ALEX
Nope, sorry.
(ALEX takes a slice of pizza.)
SHARON
You know, it still feels kind of weird to say.
ALEX
I know what you mean. You spend so long not mentioning it. A word
shouldn’t have that much power over me. And you know what  it
doesn’t. Not anymore.
ALEX
I’m a lesbian
SHARON
You’re adopted
(ALEX and SHARON turn to each other in surprise.)
ALEX and SHARON
What?

Chophel 1

Being Bad
by Tsering Chophel

Tsering Chophel

Chophel 2

Charachters
Lil Boogie: A wannabe gangster who is definately the smarter one in his friendship, but not by
much. Displays an image of “badness” but is really bad at being bad.
Big Shady: Lil Boogie’s best friend is slightly dumber and tells nonsensical yo mama jokes.
Also bad at being bad.
Kelvin: The smart nerd that Boogie and Shady try to bully. Is secretly the squad master of the
gang and shows that being a part of something “cool” or “hip” doesn't mean that you have to be
a bad or mean person.

At rise: Two wannabe gangsters are riding their bikes around an empty parking lot listening to
rap music. They drop their bikes and do their secret handshake that ends in a superman pose.
BOTH
Superman!

LIL BOOGIE
Hey Big Shady, yo mama so ghetto she steals toilet paper from public restrooms!

BIG SHADY
HAAAAA got em good! Try this one boo. Yo mama so fat ‘cause she don’t work out!

LIL BOOGIE
Big Shady, you stupid. When’s Young Dirty G gonna get here, man?
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BIG SHADY
You didn’t hear? Dirty G ditched us for another gang. And not just any gang. The Krunk
Butterflies!
LIL BOOGIE
Flapping wings with the Krunk Butterflies was MY dream!

BIG SHADY
I don’t get it, home slice. Why’s Dirty G a butterfly instead of us thugs?

LIL BOOGIE
In very enunciated English
Because we are white.

BIG SHADY
What you mean fool? We do what gangsters do, right?

LIL BOOGIE
No we don’t! All we do is roll down these streets on bikes that are too small and tell your mama
jokes that don’t make sense.

BIG SHADY
Like this one: Yo mama so stupid, she don’t go to school!
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LIL BOOGIE
Back in his ghetto accent
You da stupid one, Shady! But seriously man, real gangsters are bad. When was the last time
we did anything bad?

BIG SHADY
I skipped school on a Sunday! That was bad, know’m’sayin’?

LIL BOOGIE
Big Shady, you don't get it! We need to like KILL someone kind of bad.

BIG SHADY
Are you bugging? We can’t be killing peeps!

LIL BOOGIE
Ok, true, but we can... make an audition montage of us doing bad stuff and show it to the
butterflies.
BIG SHADY
Oh den, I got dis.
Whispers in Shady’s ear then both guys turn around as music starts and they give a phone to
an audience member to film their montage.
Ok, let’s do a run through
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BIG SHADY
Hi, I’m Big Shady, this is Lil Boogie and our audition segment is called “Being Bad”.

LIL BOOGIE
Being bad step one:

BOTH
Sell Drugs!
Big Shady pulls out a bag of weed from his pants

LIL BOOGIE
Dude! We could get in mad trouble. Put that dope away.

BIG SHADY
Chill bro, it’s just oregano in a sandwich bag. The Butterflies think we be bad but the Popo can’t
bust us!

BIG SHADY
Being bad step two:

BOTH
Stealing wheels!
Lil Boogie runs and takes Big Shady’s bicycle and rides off stage with it and comes back.
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LIL BOOGIE
Waaaahooooooo, get at me now sucka!!! Being bad step three:

BOTH
Violence!
Both start coming at each other as if they are gonna get into a fight but no one punches.

LIL BOOGIE
Come on Big Shady, punch me!

BIG SHADY
But Boogs, you got sensitive skin.

LIL BOOGIE
Fake left man, they’ll never know it wasn’t real.
Shady throws a fake punch and Boogie falls on the floor, then Shady crouches down next to
Boogie and they both cross their arms.
BOTH
Being bad!!!!

BIG SHADY
Coo! Now we just wait for the Butterflies to do their midnight drive through, den we show them
our groove!
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They start chilling until they see Kelvin running through the parking lot.

KELVIN
Help!! the Krunk butterflies are after me!!!

LIL BOOGIE
Hey look, it’s Kelvin. Shady, here’s our chance man! All we have to do is beat up dis lil cracka
and hand him over to the Butterflies. We won’t even need our audition piece.

BIG SHADY
Dats mad dope bro, lets get him!

LIL BOOGIE
Ok, I’ll thug him out, you go for da wedgie.

BIG SHADY
Let’s do dis boo!
Lil Boogie makes “come at me” gestures in front of Kelvin while Big Shady goes behind and
grabs the rim of his boxers.
KELVIN
Am I supposed to be feeling something right now?

LIL BOOGIE
Man, why aren't you giving dis kid the ultimate wedgie?
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BIG SHADY
I don’t know if I can do it bro, I feel so mean giving him a wedgie.

LIL BOOGIE
You’re weak man! Switch places. I’ll wedge him good!
They switch places and as soon as Boogie sees Kelvin’s boxers he starts to tear up
Awww man! Da kid has space ship boxers! I had a pair a dose when I was a young homie. I
can’t do dis!

BIG SHADY
Dis is da only chance to show da butterflies we’re bad. If we each can’t do it alone then we have
to do it together.

KELVIN
At this point I’d rather give myself a wedgie. You guys are taking too long for a simple linear
motion.

BIG SHADY
Shut up Kelvin! We are going to give you a wedgie and we’re gonna do it da right way,

BOTH
TOGETHER!
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BIG SHADY
Three deep breaths den on da count of one were going to pull des cute little spaceship boxers
over his head.
They take deep breaths
One!
The two of them slowly give Kelvin a wedgie but are crying the entire time
It don't feel good being bad!
Shady throws up backstage

LIL BOOGIE
Maybe we aren’t supposed to be gangsters after all. Kelvin we’re so sorry we have to do dis to
you.

BIG SHADY
Having to hurt you sucks. Your such a fly guy and you always help me with homework.

KELVIN
If you stop wedging me you won’t feel bad.
Boogie and Shady look at each other and then put Kelvin down

BOTH
We’re sorry Kelvin.
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KELVIN
Don’t be sorry.

LIL BOOGIE
You’re not mad at us?

KELVIN
Nope. congratulations you boys are now Krunk Butterflies.

BIG SHADY
What you say? I think dis kid be tripping, Boogs.

KELVIN
You boys don’t know who I am, do you?

LIL BOOGIE
Kelvin, I know you Dawg!

KELVIN
You know me as Kelvin, the handsome, smart kid who runs the school tutor center, but you do
not know me as Crouching Monarch Shizzle King, squad master of the Krunk Butterflies.
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LIL BOOGIE
I can’t believe it dog! You da squad master of da toughest gang in town and we just tried to
wedgie you!

BIG SHADY
But foo dis squad master be tripping, he said we’re Butterflies even do we just tried to thug out
on him.

KELVIN
The Krunk butterflies are very hip, ghetto and thug, but we have a no bullying policy. In the face
of a bullying opportunity you showed compassion, teamwork and remorse-- all valuable traits of
a Krunk butterfly. This was a test and you homies passed.

LIL BOOGIE
You hear dat Shady! were in da gang!!! We did it!

BIG SHADY
Brotha, this is mad dope! We didn’t even have to be bad.

KELVIN
You see young papillons, being a gangster ain’t about being bad. It’s about loving the thug life
and respecting your squad.
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LIL BOOGIE
Dats pure brother. Dat just touch my left ventricle! So what we do now?

KELVIN
Now we roll!
Kelvin leads the boys in making butterfly signs with their hands

ALL
Krunk!!

AUNT IRMA’S A PAIN
by
Pearl Guerriere

04.27.2016
Champlain Valley Union High School

CHARACTERS:

AVA, Sophomore at Boston
University, 19, “girl next door”
AUNT IRMA, represents AVA’S
period, 4050, sassy
TOM, Junior at Northeastern, 20,
well put together

SETTING:

In an airplane, 2 days after
Thanksgiving.

AT RISE:

AVA, flipping through “Sky Mall.”
Enter TOM, searching for his seat.
TOM

24C… 24C…
(Finds seat.)
24C!
(Sits down next to AVA. Tucks backpack under seat in
front. Immediately takes out Economics textbook and
begins reading.)
AVA
(Laughs at something in sky mall magazine. Then, sees
TOM.)
My family sure could have used some of these over Thanksgiving
break. God, I never thought I’d actually be looking forward to
going back to school.
(TOM ignores AVA.)
AVA
(Displaying magazine.)
Look, they’re “The World’s MOST BreakResistant Wine Glasses!”
(TOM, head still in book, gives a polite nod of
acknowledgment.)
AVA
Did you have a nice Thanksgiv
(Enter AUNT IRMA from under AVA’S seat.)
AUNT IRMA
Hey girl, hey! Longtime no see!

AVA
What are doing here?!
AUNT IRMA
That’s no way to talk to your favorite Aunty…
AVA
That’s cause you’re not my “favorite Aunty!” Jesus, this is
literally 
the worsttime you could come.
AUNT IRMA
Sorry hunny bun, gotta keep to my schedule! You know me: old
reliable.
(Winks.)
AVA
(Clutches Stomach.)
Ow! Seriously? Do you have to do that?!
AUNT IRMA
Do what?
(Winks again.)
AVA
(Grabs Stomach.)
Ow! That!
AUNT IRMA
Sorry baby, it’s the way I’m designed: painfully sassy.
(Winks again.)
AVA
Painful is right! Come on Irma, I gotta make a stop in the
little girl’s room.
(To TOM.)
Excuse us… I mean me. Excuse me.
(AUNT IRMA and AVA both squeeze by an undisturbed TOM,
who remains with head buried in book, and EXIT.)
(AVA and AUNT IRMA REENTER. AUNT IRMA winking like a
maniac.)

AVA
Okay! I get it! Enough already!
(AVA and AUNT IRMA squeeze by TOM once again.)
AVA
Hey again.
TOM
(TOM, annoyed, looks up and sees AVA for the first
time.)
Oh… hey… How’s it… How’s it going?
AVA
It’s going.
(Sits down. AUNT IRMA on her lap.)
Could be better. What’re you reading?
TOM
Oh, uh. It’s for school. I actually really need to
AVA
Are you telling me you don’t read “The Principles of Economics”
for fun everyday?
(AUNT IRMA punches her lower back. AVA sharply
inhales.)
TOM
(Laughing.)
Not quite. Well, actually, I probably should. You see I kinda
procrastinated over break and if
(AUNT IRMA yanks AVA’s hair.)
AVA
(Holding head.)
Ow.
TOM
You okay?

AVA
Yeah, fine.
(Smiling through the pain.)
Just a little headache.
TOM
Would you like some advil? I think I’ve got some in my bag.
AVA
That would be 
amazing
. Thank you.
(As TOM is handing the container to AVA, AUNT IRMA
snatches it and throws it off stage.)
AUNT IRMA
Can’t get rid of me that easily, not this time!
AVA
Dammit Irma!!
TOM
What?
AVA
I… um… I dropped the advil container. I’m so sorry. It just kind
of slipped out of my hands.
(Glaring at AUNT IRMA.)
TOM
Oh, no! Is it on the floor?
AVA
I don’t see it. Probably rolled to the back or something. Sorry.
TOM
Oh, don’t worry about it. It cost like five bucks. Are you gonna
be okay though? I’m sure somebody else on the plane has some
advil or something.
AVA
(Looks at AUNT IRMA who is glaring at her.)
I’ll be fine.
TOM
Okay. Well… I’m gonna study then.

AUNT IRMA
Now this is what I call fun!!
AVA
Are you kidding me? How is this fun?
AUNT IRMA
What? Are you bored, Ava honey? We can change that!
AVA
No, I didn’t mean…
(AUNT IRMA starts winking and pulling AVA’S hair
at the same time. AVA groans from the pain.)
TOM
Hey, you sure you’re okay?
AVA
Yeah, I said I’m
(AUNT IRMA snaps her fingers. AVA bursts into
tears.)
AVA
Fine. I’m fine. Oh god, people are starting to stare.
TOM
Ignore them. You don’t really look fine… is something… troubling
you?
AVA
(Trying to pull it together. AUNT IRMA claps her
hands.)
MY BOYFRIEND OF FIVE YEARS JUST DUMPED ME FOR SOME CHICK NAMED
BRANDY!
(Immediately covers her own mouth.)
TOM
Now people really are staring.
AVA
Shut up.

TOM
I’m sorry. He sounds like a jerk.
AVA
The sad part is he’s not… he’s the best guy I’ve ever met.
Jimmy. That’s his name.
TOM
Stupidest name I’ve ever heard.
AVA
Well what’s your name Mr. Judgemental?
TOM
It’s Alfonzo.
AVA
(Laughing.)
What?
TOM
It’s Tom.
AVA
Alfonzo is way more exciting. Ever think about changing it?
TOM
Haha. Very funny.
(A moment. TOM goes back to studying.)
AUNT IRMA
Awww! How sweet! Is this true love? Love at first sight?
AVA
No, Irma, of course of not. I just… I don’t know! He’s just…
It’s not like that okay. I just need him to ask me out so I can
make Jimmy jealous okay. That’s all I’m after here.
AUNT IRMA
Sure. Of course. Why don’t you tell him that?
(AUNT IRMA begins to wink, pull AVA’S hair,
snap,and clap all at the same time.)

AVA
I LOVE JIMMY AND I ALWAYS WILL AND I’M NOT READY FOR ANOTHER
RELATIONSHIP RIGHT NOW BUT WILL YOU PLEASE TAKE A SNAPCHAT WITH
ME SO I CAN MAKE HIM JEALOUS THANK YOU VERY MUCH.
(AUNT IRMA grins. TOM is silent.)
TOM
I don’t know, a snapchat? That sounds like a big commitment.
(Grins.)
Here, give me your phone. We’ve still got a couple of minutes
before the plane takes off. So… you wanna make him jealous
right?
AVA
Yeah.
TOM
You sure?
AVA
Yes, of course I’m sure!
(TOM holds out the phone for a selfie, they
pose, and at the last second TOM kisses AVA.)
AVA
Did… did you get the… the photo?
(TOM hands phone to AVA)
AVA
It’s all blurry.
TOM
My hand was a little shaky. Sorry.
AUNT IRMA
Oooh. Artsy!
(Winks.)
AVA
It’s okay. I like it. It’s… artsy.

TOM
Should we send it?
AVA
I… I don’t know. It might seem like I’m trying too hard or
something… It doesn’t really matter anyway right? What’s one
picture gonna do? It’s not gonna make him love me again, is it?
(AUNT IRMA is holding her hand out to snap when AVA
starts to cry on her own.)
TOM
Hey.
(Takes AVA’S hand. Mock serious.)
...What’s your name?
AVA
(Laughing through her tears.)
Alfonza. Kidding, kidding. It’s Ava.
TOM
Ever think about changing it?
Wow. You’re 
sofunny.

AVA

TOM
I try.
(Goes back to studying.)
AVA
How’s the book? Interesting?
TOM
You know, I’ve only read the first two sentences. But I gotta
tell you, these are the most 
fascinatingtwo sentences I’ve ever
seen.
AVA
Glad to hear it. Hey, I’m sorry I’ve been acting a little odd.

TOM
A little? The people sitting in front of us started taking
pictures.
AVA
Shut up okay? I’m not normally like this. It’s just that I have
a… a special friend with me on this flight and she really gets
on my nerves and
AUNT IRMA
I can hear you. I’m right here!
(Pulls AVA’S hair.)
AVA
and she gives me headaches, and she makes me super emotional,
and sometimes I wish she would just leave me alone. Life is
already hard enough without… hormone changes, ya know?
AUNT IRMA
GIRL I CAN HEAR YOU.
(Punches AVA’S back.)
AVA
Anyway, I just didn’t want you to think I’m some crazy over
dramatic theatre nerd or something.
TOM
Look at me. No, really come on. Look into my eyes. I have
something to tell you.
(Dramatic Pause.)
I know what a Period is. We learned about it in, I don’t know,
5th grade health class.
AUNT IRMA
(Trying to climb across AVA’S lap to get to him.)
Did he just call me a period?! Excuse me?! I am way more than a
dot on a page.
AVA
It’s just so embarrassing. Sometimes I feel like I can’t control
my own actions.
(Pushes AUNT IRMA off.)
AUNT IRMA
That’s cause I control them, honey!!

TOM
Hey, look. There is absolutely nothing to be embarrassed about…
It’s natural.
AVA
It’s annoying. That’s what it is.
(AUNT IRMA starts to wink and pull AVA’S hair.)
AVA
But I guess I just have to live with it.
(AUNT IRMA smiles.)
TOM
(Tries to study one more time.)
Uhh. This is pointless! I might as well just give up now, it’s
not like I can just absorb 300 pages of a textbook on a 45
minute flight.
AVA
Do you want me to help you?
TOM
How could you help me…?
AVA
Well I’m an Econ major at BU, I read that book like Junior year
of High School. It’s pretty basic.
TOM
That.. that would be amazing! Thank you!
AVA
I figure I kinda owe you for dealing with me and my… friend
Irma.
TOM
Wait, did you say you go to BU?
AVA
Yeah. I’m a sophomore this year.

TOM
That’s crazy. I’m at Northeastern, but I’m always up at BU for
the parties. How have I never seen you?
AVA
Easy, I’m not much of a party girl.
TOM
Well, there’s a party tonight I was planning on going to… Would
you wanna come along?
AVA
Can I bring a guest?
TOM
Irma is welcome anytime.
AVA
I wouldn’t say anytime. Once a month will do, Irma.
(AUNT IRMA winks.)

ALL HAIL THE LIZARD KING
By
Jackson Clay Crawford

3/13/16
Milton High School

CHARACTERS: SNIPE MCWILLIS wanna-be band manager who has
dreams making it big.
THE LIZARD KING (JAKE), WASHED UP
MUSICIAN WHO IS CONVINCED HE IS THE KING OF REPTILES. AND
PLANS TO USE THIS FOR HIS MUSIC CAREER.
RUG, THE BAND’S BASSIST. A ORDINARY GUY
WHO IS OBSESSED WITH PLEASING THE LIZARD KING.
THE SHAMAN, THE BAND’S MYSTERIOUS NEW
DRUMMER.
SETTING: SNIPE’S DINGY CLUTTERED
APARTMENT.
AT RISE: SNIPE IS ON THE PHONE IN HIS
APARTMENT, HE IS HAVING A CONVERSATION WITH HIS GIRLFRIEND.
SNIPE
Listen I know babe... I know it’s
rough right now but I can feel it;
Things are going to get better.
(SNIPE pulls out a jewelry box
and admires it as he talks.)
I know everything isn’t how I
promised it would be, but you know
what they say. ’It’s always darkest
before the dawn’ heh... And hey! I
got the guys a gig tomorrow, so
hopefully if Jake has this whole
drummer thing figured out, we will
be good to roll. (Pauses) Yeah of
course. Like I was saying if we all
put our minds to something it’s
amazing how things-(A man barges into the room he
is wearing bright scale
patterned tights and a green
cape. He is shirtless, and a
crown sits on his head)
THE LIZARD KING
MANAGER! I HAVE RETURNED!
SNIPE
Oh god um... Listen babe, I gotta
go, um, I’ll call you back.
(SNIPE puts his phone and his
jewelry box in his pocket and
turns towards the LIZARD KING)
Jake... What is this.
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THE LIZARD KING
HEATHEN! I do not go by such title
anymore. From now on you must call
me who I am. The Lizard King.
SNIPE
Excuse me?
THE LIZARD KING
It is time for change manager! My
calling into royalty will ensnare
audiences, all of them will want a
piece of me! The Lizard King! And
record sales will skyrocket!
SNIPE
Oh please, not another one of these
gimmicks! This isn’t anything new,
remember what happened with Glactic
Rock? Reverse Folf fusion?
Nip-Hop?!
THE LIZARD KING
This is not a gimmick! Those other
attempts were blasphemy! This is
the break our band has been waiting
for! Now we will surely be
successful! Our audience tomorrow
will feel the power of every living
being pulsing in their bones as
they feast their eyes on me! The
Lizard King!
SNIPE
You’re preforming at a senior
center
LIZARD KING
This pleases the Lizard King! The
wise elderly will surely appreciate
our performance.
(Enter RUG, carrying a large
box)
RUG
My lord... I have brought what you
require
LIZARD KING
Ah, good squire! You have my
parcel.
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SNIPE
Have you enslaved our bassist?
THE LIZARD KING
A king needs his servants! And you
know it wasn’t that hard. Squire
Rug was oddly compliant.
SNIPE
No, that’s not surprising at all.
The guy is as smart as my grandma’s
cat, after the accident.
RUG
Do you require anything else my
cold blooded lord?
SNIPE
Okay guys, this is a little bit
over the top. Remember, this is why
Jimmy quit...
THE LIZARD KING
Again heathen! Silence! Jimmy was a
wealking! He had no idea how
succseful equestrian punk could be!
Buth this time, uour Lizard King
has a plan
RUG
The lizard king has a plan! All
hail the Lizard King!
THE LIZARD KING
Tomorrow at the concert, we will
introduce ourselves as reptile
royalty, and we will perform our
new song; Frog Friends.
SNIPE
Jesus Christ. Frogs are amphibians.
THE LIZARD KING
In the middle of the song, we will
reach a climatic point in the
music. Flames and explosions
riddling the stage. And when the
time is right, a large neon sign
will seem to appear above us, and
it will spell in all of its majesty
"All Hail The Lizard King!"

4.

RUG
All hail the Lizard King!
THE LIZARD KING
Silence, smelly fool! Then The
Shaman will release our surprise
onto the audience!
SNIPE
Who is the shaman?
THE LIZARD KING
Our new drummer!
(Enter THE SHAMAN, a man
dressed in moss and rags, with
a beard full of barnacles)
THE SHAMAN
Greetings from the tribe
cloverfoot.
SNIPE
Who is this man standing in my
apartment?
THE LIZARD KING
The Shaman! He is a mystical,
mysterious man. And he serves
directly under me. He used the
power of nature magic to fasten
this crown.
SNIPE
He smells like a pond.
THE LIZARD KING
I warn you, do not insult this man,
for he has informed me of his
mystical powers. He could make any
mortal man tremble in fear.
(SNIPE looks over at THE
SHAMAN, who shrugs)
SNIPE
(whispering)
See here is the problem... I have
no idea who this man is, and he is
standing in my living room and
either he just walked out of the
ocean. or he is sweating more then
I thought humanly possible
(They both over at THE SHAMAN)

5.

THE SHAMAN
Greetings from the tribe
cloverfoot.
SNIPE
But here is the real problem, this
gig, has to work. If we want a
future in this business, this has
to be successful. My aunt works at
this center, and apparently Bon
Jovi’s dad is at this center, we
could get some serious connections
through this. I really want this
band to work out for you guys. But
we don’t have the money to spend on
all of these gimmicks every week,
and if Ashley and I are gonna get
married... We need this gig.
THE LIZARD KING
You bought that engagement ring 3
years ago, The Lizard King
proclaims it will never happen
because you are a dribbling coward.
Well, anyway, you should be
thanking me. If everything goes
according to plan, this gig shall
make us famous overnight. With my
new royal outfit, and Rug’s usual
muskiness, and our new drummer’s
calm and confident demeanor.
SNIPE
I’m pretty sure our new drummer is
a fish in a man’s body.
THE LIZARD KING
You are letting appearances deceive
you! He is a talented musician!
SNIPE
Does this guy even know how to play
the drums?
THE LIZARD KING
SILENCE! BOW TO MY COMMAND!
THE SHAMAN & RUG
ALL HAIL THE LIZARD KING
(SNIPE is about to respond,
but his phone begins to ring)
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SNIPE
Hold on one second... Hello? Oh hey
babe, yeah... yeah the band is
here. Oh nothing we are just
talking about the gig tomorrow. The
new guy? oh yeah he is um,
eccentric? So why’d you call? Oh
the date! I totally forgot! Um yeah
that’s fine. Okay sure yeah yeah I
can do that, I’ll see you then.
(From the corner of the stage
the Trio Band members start
practicing their new song:
Frog Friends)
Listen I gotta go, um, I’ll call
you in a bit. Bye Bye
(The song begins with a low
hum from RUG and THE SHAMAN,
they stand bilateral to THE
LIZARD KING, whose back is to
the audience he turns slowly
and dramatically. As he turns
the hum begins more and more
aggressive)
THE LIZARD KING
Enter the swamp
THE SHAMAN & RUG
(Whispering)
Swamp. Swamp. Swamp. Swamp.
THE LIZARD KING
(A low roar emits from THE
LIZARD KING’S MOUTH which ends
suddenly before he sings)
I AM THE LIZARD KING. WATCH ME FLY
ON DRAGON WING. IF YOU ARE MY
ENEMY. ILL MAKE IT SURE YOU WILL
NOT SEE. YOU WILL DIE. I DO NOT
LIKE YOU. THAT IS WHY. BLOOD WILL
PPOR FROM YOUR FACE. BURN. BURN
HEATHEN BURN. BURN. BURN HEATHEN
BURN. YOU WILL-SNIPE
What is this?! What are you
singing! You are singing to the
freaking elderly! This is violent
garbage!

7.
THE LIZARD KING
Quiet! Mutiny! Mutiny I say!
Disciples! Attack him!
(THE SHAMAN & RUG snap into
attention and starts moving
towards SNIPE like animals,
hopping up and down. THE
SHAMAN screeches)
THE SHAMAN
The curse of the moon will turn
your family into dogs! You will
learn what it means to be hushfoot!
Splinterborn! Gutshot! The tribe of
cloverfoot has called curse upon
thee and now you shall feel the
pain of soilmouth. My ancenstors
were born whispering your name to
the angry gods of Riverlog! The
rushing water will overtake you,
drown you in crushing pain. You
have forsaken our lizard god
therefore burn in Lizard hell!
RUG
(Chanting)
Burn him! Burn him! Burn him!
SNIPE
Shut up... shut up... SILENCE.
(The two become silent)
For too long I have been letting
you guys do whatever you want. And
it has gotten out of hand. And part
of it was my fault, yes. I just
wanted to manage a band... I didn’t
want you guys to fire me. I just
wanted to make it big, but this, I
would rather die with no money then
be famous with you guys. If you
guys don’t like how your manager
manages then... then I quit. I
don’t need to put up with this. And
without me my aunt won’t let you
guys in the senior center tomorrow,
and without that, you won’t meet
Mr. Jovi, so there goes that. So if
you would please, get out of my
house.
(The band looks at SNIPE,
astonished. They shamefully
walk out of the room, as they
walk past the heavy Box)
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THE LIZARD KING
Squire Rug, bring the box back
downstairs.
RUG
Yes lord.
SNIPE
What is even in that box anyways?
THE LIZARD KING
Live iguanas.
SNIPE
Oh my god. Get out. Get out get out
get out.
(Exit THE LIZARD KING, THE
SHAMAN, and RUG. Then SNIPE’s
phone begins to ring)
Hello? Oh hey Babe. Oh, right now?
Alright i’ll be right out, give me
a second. Okay, see you soon.
(SNIPE reaches into his pocket
and pulls out a jewelry box
and studies it)
Eh, why the hell not?
(EXIT SNIPE. THE END.)
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Characters
DIANA

our main character, a high school student, is
frustrated with her assignment to write a play.

ABBEY

is helping DIANA develop their ideas.

ACTOR 1

is portraying a character in three scenes of the
DIANA’s ideas. These characters include: a KGB
executive, a prince, and a sheriff.
 When put up against enemies, the KGB exec. is
the most intimidating and powerful boss. He
speaks slooowly but with great force.
 The Prince is the coolest, handsomest, cockiest
guy in the kingdom. Of course, his insecurity
is under a sheer layer of fake confidence.
 The sheriff is a sheltered young man with an
extraordinarily positive outlook on life. He’s
never actually arrested or killed anyone
before, but he’s dedicated his life to justice
(only to die within the first two minutes on
the job.) Age 32.

ACTOR 2

is portraying a character in three scenes of the
DIANA’s ideas. These characters include: an American
double spy, a witch, and an outlaw.
 The double spy (Alias Agent Smirnov) is the
best in the biz. Nothing special about her
appearance or personality (other than her
confidence). Age 36.
 The witch is an envious little lady with a
short temper. Age 209.
 The outlaw, although experienced, makes a
stupid mistake on this particular job. That
being, getting caught. Age 41.

Scene
The setting shifts between the classroom and the KGB
headquarters, a royal bedroom, and an oldtimey bank.
Time
Present day.

SCENE 1
SETTING:

A high school classroom.

AT RISE:

DIANA sits at the desk, paper and pencil in hand.
She is glancing at the paper with furrowed brows.
DIANA taps her chin, otherwise motionless, as if
she’s deep in thought.
(ABBEY enters the stage, carrying two binders and a
book. She raises a brow at the sight of DIANA, who is
working diligently after hours.)

Hey, Diana?

ABBEY
What are you doing here?

(DIANA looks up at ABBEY briefly before returning to
her paper.)
DIANA
(takes a heavy sigh)
I’m working on my play.

Your play?
right now.

ABBEY
We’re supposed to be performing your play, like,

(ABBEY places her materials on the desk and pulls up
a chair next to DIANA.)
DIANA
(with slight hesitation)
Yeeeah… the funny thing about that is that I haven’t finished.
And  uh, you’ll laugh at this  I haven’t actually started.
ABBEY
What!?

Why not?

DIANA
I don’t know, I just have a lot of good ideas.

Oh really?

Huh.

ABBEY
Maybe I can help you.

Whattaya got?

DIANA
Okay, idea number one takes place at the KGB headquarters
during the Cold War…
(The lights dim in this area of the stage and rise at
stage right. We’re now in a conference room. ACTOR
1 sits at the head of the table, where there are two
glasses and a pitcher of water. ACTOR 1 has a cigar
in his mouth. He taps his fingers impatiently. ACTOR
2 walks in with hands behind her back. ACTOR 1 takes
the cigar out of his mouth, looks up, and exhales.)

Agent Smirnov.

ACTOR 1
(with thick Russian accent)
Have a seat.

(ACTOR 2 hesitates, but sits down across from ACTOR 1
as she says:)

Sir?

ACTOR 2
(also with a Russian accent)
What’s going on?
(ACTOR 1 heaves a heavy sigh. He stands up and faces
the window, back against ACTOR 2. After a moment of
silence, he begins to speak…)

ACTOR 1
My babushka once told me to trust no one. At the time, I
didn’t understand. She was a happily married woman.
(Pause.)
Do you know what happened to her?
(ACTOR 1 turns around, and ACTOR 2 shakes their
head.)
She was poisoned. By her husband.
(ACTOR 1 stands still, staring into ACTOR 2’s eyes.
ACTOR 2 gulps.)
ACTOR 2
(nervously)
Sir, why are you telling me this, sir?
(ACTOR 1 smokes his cigar.

After he exhales:)

ACTOR 1
It’s come to my attention that there’s a traitor in our midst.
(ACTOR 2’s eyes widen.)

Oh?

ACTOR 2
This is, well, this is bad news!
ACTOR 1
(mumbling)

Yes… bad news.
(ACTOR 1 pours two glasses of what is presumably
water. His tone is now chirpier.)
Can I offer something to drink?
(ACTOR 1 pushes a full glass of water towards ACTOR 2
before she can answer. ACTOR 2 examines the glass.)
ACTOR 2
No, I’m okay.

Drink!

ACTOR 1
(reaching for a weapon)
… I insist.
(ACTOR 2 examines the water again, and looks up after
a moment.)
ACTOR 2

You first.
(ACTOR 1 sits down. He nonchalantly lifts the glass
and chugs it, but leaves some water in the container.
He shrugs and puts the glass down. With his hands,
he coolly encourages ACTOR 2 to drink the water.
ACTOR 2 looks at the water again, before slowly
bringing it to her lips. She takes a quick sip, but
swallows enough for the fullness to have visibly
decreased.)
ACTOR 1
(holds up a vial labeled “POISON”)

I hope your death is slow and painful,
you filthy, lying American SCUM!
(Pause. ACTOR 2 grins.)
ACTOR 2
(with American accent)
The joke is on you, Communist pig! Little did you know that I
poisoned all of the drinks last night. You think the CIA’s
best agent wouldn’t expect a confrontation like this?
(Pause.

ACTOR 1 contemplates.)

ACTOR 1
This joke on you of the joke on me is, in fact, a joke on you,
Capitalist bastard! YOU drank the water, just as I did!
(Pause. ACTOR 2 opens her mouth in preparation to
diss this guy with the best retort in history of man,
but stops.)
ACTOR 2
Oh.

Right.
(Pause. ACTOR 1 and ACTOR 2 are staring at each
other silently for an uncomfortably long moment. They
fall, and the lights fade out. The lights fade in at
stage left. We’re now back at the classroom. DIANA
is writing furiously, smirking slyly as she bites her
lip. ABBEY looks horrified.)

ABBEY
Diana… Death is a serious topic. I’m not sure that idea will
bode well with the audience we’re going to present it to.
(DIANA stops writing and looks up from her paper.)
DIANA
They’ll be fine.
ABBEY
Well, it’s not entirely appropriate for our audience.
a bunch of teenagers.

That is,

DIANA
You don’t think teenagers can handle death?
ABBEY
A lot of people can’t handle death. Why don’t we give this
another go? Hit me with your second idea.
DIANA
(examines paper)
Oh, so during the Great Depression, a notsobright but stocky
guy tags along with his smart but fragile friend.
ABBEY
What, like George and Lennie?
(Pause.)
DIANA
Who?

Doesn’t matter.

ABBEY
Your third idea?

DIANA
Alright, alright; this one is between a witch and a prince.
(Lights dim at stage left, rise at stage right.
We’re now in some fancy bedroom where ACTOR 1 is
flexing in front of the mirror. A vase of flowers
sits on a table directly next to the mirror.)
ACTOR 1
(to self)
Uhuh. Yeah. Warrior. Genius. Heartthrob. Who are you?
Prince Charming, that’s who. Mhm. King Charming III.
Yeeeahaha! Has a nice ring to it. Uhuh. Nothing will stop
you now.
(A wicked cackle is heard throughout the room. ACTOR
1 jumps in fright and looks around the room. Lights
flash. ACTOR 2 appears through a cloud of smoke.)
ACTOR 2
Don’t be so sure, Charming.

(ACTOR 1 draws his sword.)

Who are you!?

ACTOR 1
(nervously)
What do you want?

ACTOR 2
(calmly, but with force)
Put the sword down.
ACTOR 1
Give me one good reason!
(Pause. ACTOR 2 snaps their fingers and ACTOR 1’s
sword drops.)
Sorcery…
(ACTOR 1 gasps.)
you’re a witch!
(ACTOR 1 grabs the vase of flowers and throws it at
ACTOR 2. Pause. ACTOR 2 screams in agony.)

This is a new CAPE!

ACTOR 2
Why would you do that!?

ACTOR 1
(anxiously)
Just…
(with more confidence, but anxiety remains
present)
State your objective, vile creature!
ACTOR 2
Vile creature? Vile creature!?
(ACTOR 2 throws a fireball at ACTOR 1, who dodges it
swiftly.)
Watch what you say, weakling.
ACTOR 1
Psh, weakling, right. Hah. I’ll have you know that I was the
knight that saved the princess from the dragon. I am the
strongest, handsomest, the most powerful man in all the kingdom.
(ACTOR 2 looks furious. ACTOR 1 wipes dust off his
shoulder.)

(cockily)
It’s really no big deal.
ACTOR 2
(gritting through her teeth)
No big deal? No big deal? I’m sure it won’t be a problem,
then, when I take all of that away from you.
(ACTOR 1 had already returned to admiring himself in
the mirror. He touches up his hair as he says the
next line…)
ACTOR 1
(with a chirpier tone)
I’m sorry, what was that
(ACTOR 2 clenches their fist in the air and lowers it
in an abrupt motion at ACTOR 1. With this movement,
an audible bolt of lightning appears and strikes
ACTOR 1. He goes into a seizurelike state. Another
lightning bolt is heard…)
ACTOR 2
Huh?
Ah.

(ACTOR 2 looks down at the puddle of water.)
Motherf
(A lightning bolt strikes ACTOR 2, and the two
characters fall to the ground. Lights dim at stage
right, rise at stage left. DIANA is beaming at
ABBEY. ABBEY appears exasperated.)

Amiright?

DIANA
Because, you know, water attracts lightning?

ABBEY
Yeah. Yeah, you’re right.
thing…

But… Diana, again with the death

DIANA
What about it? It’s not like Hollywood has never killed off
main characters. Ever seen The Departed? Reservoir Dogs?
American Beauty? Titanic? Pulp Fiction? Come on.

ABBEY
No, Diana, I read. And now that I know that the main characters
die in those movies, I don’t have to see them.
DIANA
That’s your fault, not mine.
ABBEY
Okay, come on, stay focused.

Uh, yeah, sure.

Do you have any other ideas?

DIANA
Idea number four takes place in the Wild West.

(Lights dim at stage left, rise at stage right. A
sign reads “BANK” over swinging doors. A Wanted
Poster with ACTOR 2’s face is plastered on a nearby
wall. ACTOR 2 is sneaking around behind a window and
stashing money into a cloth bag. Enter ACTOR 1, who
has a sheriff badge on his shirt. ACTOR 2 continues
to stash the cash unknowingly.)
ACTOR 1
(Western accent)
Good mornin’, stranger!
(ACTOR 2 jumps back and stiffens.)
I’m Wyatt M. Lawson, the new sheriff in town.
the banker!
(Pause.

I reckon you’re

ACTOR 2 clears her throat.)

ACTOR 2
(quickly, nervously, and with Western accent)
Yessir, I am the banker. I do the bankin’ because I am the
banker, sir. That is my job, yessir.
ACTOR 1
Pleasure to meet you, uhh…

Cash!

(ACTOR 2 hesitates before clearing her throat.)
ACTOR 2
Johnny Cash.
(ACTOR 2 goes around the cashier area in order to
extend her hand.)

Welcome to town, Sheriff.
(ACTOR 1 raises a brow. They don’t move. After a
pause, he enthusiastically shakes ACTOR 2’s hand.)
ACTOR 1
It is indeed a pleasure to meet you, Johnny Cash!
(ACTOR 1 and ACTOR 2 let go. ACTOR 1 puts his hands
on his hips.)
Well, I suppose there’s a town that needs to be protected. I
should get back to work.
(ACTOR 1 heads towards the swinging doors, but locks
their gaze at the Wanted Poster.)
Hmm…
(Suspenseful music plays and gradually intensifies.
ACTOR 2 fidgets. Pause. The music stops abruptly.)
This fella’ looks a lot like you!

Oh well!

ACTOR 2
(with slight nervousness)
I’ll be damned. I hadn’t noticed.

Helluva thang.

ACTOR 1
I’ll get outta your hair.

(ACTOR 1 walks towards the swinging doors again
before pausing. ACTOR 2 keeps her eyes glued on
him.)
ACTOR 1
(wincing)
Hey, Johnny…
ACTOR 2
Yes, sheriff?
(ACTOR 1 slowly turns around.)
ACTOR 1
You wouldn’t happen to be that bandit, would ya?
(Pause. Prolonged eye contact. ACTOR 1 and ACTOR 2
ACTOR 2 start laughing uncontrollably. Cue. They
pause abruptly and ACTOR 2 reaches for her gun.
ACTOR 1 reaches for his, like, 0.2 seconds after.

Both actors walk slowly in a circle with their guns
pointed directly at one another.)
ACTOR 1
Let’s not do anything we gonna regret, buckaroo.
ACTOR 2
Why don’t you walk outta here and we forget this ever happen’d?
ACTOR 1
I’m afraid I can’t do that.
ACTOR 2
Then I’m afraid nobody can save you.
(A massive explosion takes over the stage. Lights
dim at stage right, rise at stage left. DIANA looks
at ABBEY enthusiastically, but ABBEY has her face in
her hands. He throws her hands up in the air as he
says the next line.)
ABBEY
(loudly and with frustration)
So, the explosion just comes outta nowhere.

Well, yeah.
limit here…

DIANA
I mean, it’s been ten minutes and there’s a time

ABBEY
But w
 hy d
 o you keep killing off the characters!?

Why not!?

DIANA
They’re gonna die anyway!

ABBEY
You know what, forget it. I give up.
(ABBEY stands up and starts walking away.)

Wait wait wait!

DIANA
I have such a good idea!

ABBEY
What now?
(Lights rise stage right, stay risen stage left.
ACTOR 2 sits at the desk, paper and pencil in hand.
She is glancing at the paper with furrowed brows.
ACTOR 2 taps her chin, otherwise motionless, as if
they’re deep in thought. ACTOR 1 enters the stage,
carrying two binders and a book. He raises a brow at
the sight of ACTOR 2, who is working diligently after
hours.)

Hey, Diana?

ACTOR 1
What are you doing here?

(ACTOR 2 looks up at ACTOR 1 briefly before returning
to their paper.)
ACTOR 2
(takes a heavy sigh)
I’m working on my play.
(Pause.)
DIANA
And then, at the end; they die.
(Pause.

Lights go out abruptly.)
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CHARACTERS:

Ryan: Energetic, Hasty,Ignorant, Age 6
Connor: Clueless, Hyper, Snobby, Age 6

SETTING:

Ryan’s room, after school.

CONNOR
(Knocking)
Hello..?
RYAN
Come on up, I’m just in my room working on our first homework assignment of
the year.
CONNOR
It’s just saying what we want to do when we are big grown ups right? We should
do that together.
RYAN
Sure! Man, Connor, I can’t wait ‘till we’re grown up!
CONNOR
Well, yeah, but if it’s anything like what I see on TV, it’s just going to be us
living with big animals and still learning the Alph-ah-bet.
(Sounding out last word carefully)
RYAN
Not all adults are from Sesame Street, Connor.
CONNOR
Yeah, maybe you’re right. Well, being a grown up will be so easy then. All you
have to do is throw money at people, then we get clothes, groceries, and a family!
RYAN
Soooo easy...
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CONNOR
It’s gonna be fun, Ryan.
RYAN
First we go to a big, big school, then we get jobs as CEOs, then we have to buy
connected mansions.
CONNOR
It’s so simple; I mean why doesn’t everyone do that?
RYAN
(Excitedly)
Right? Right?
CONNOR
We have to start writing this down!
RYAN
(Picks up piece of paper)
Got it.
CONNOR
Okay, good, start writing!
RYAN
Wait, let’s finish planning first...
CONNOR
It’s just homework.
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RYAN
Yeah, but it’s fun.
CONNOR
What’s our job gonna be?
RYAN
(Nervously)
Wait, what if we get fired from our job?
CONNOR
Well, we’ll just be the boss man. The boss man can’t get fired. The boss man is the
one that does the firing.
RYAN
Duh, how did I not think of that?
CONNOR
Who should we fire first?
RYAN
I say, anyone who wears purple because that’s a girl color.
CONNOR
No it’s not.
RYAN
Yeah-huh
CONNOR
Nuh-Uh. I like purple and I’m not a girl
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RYAN
Well you, Connor, must be a girl, because you, like, purple
(Snobby voice)
CONNOR
(Angrily)
No. I’m. NOT.
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RYAN
Fine, calm down. I don’t care anyway.
CONNOR
Fine.
RYAN
Fine
CONNOR
The people to fire first should definitely be girls.
RYAN
(Dramatically)
Totally! I don’t want cooties!
CONNOR
Girls are so gross, I’m glad I’m never going to get married.
RYAN
(Reluctant voice)
Yeah same. Well, maybe.
CONNOR
Maybe after like four or five playdates.
RYAN
Yeah. That’s a lot of playdates.
CONNOR
I hope they lose their cooties by that time.
RYAN
(Slightly annoyed)
Can we just stop talking about cooties, you’re grossing me out.
CONNOR
Yeah, they’re more gross than broccoli.
RYAN
(Pouty)
That is so true. I hate broccoli.
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CONNOR
(Aggravated)
Can we just go back to planning our lives and our future please. It’s like you aren’t
even taking this seriously, Ryan.
RYAN
(Gasps in a shocked way))
You think I’m not taking this seriously?
CONNOR
It’s not like you have been.
RYAN
Do you think I want to not get a golden sticker on my first ever homework
assignment?
CONNOR
Based on how you help, no!
RYAN
That’s it.
(Shakes head)

CONNOR
(Mockingly)
What’s “it”?
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RYAN
(Angrily)
I think I want my mansion separated from yours!
CONNOR
(Exaggerated gasp)
RYAN
Yeah, yeah! And you know what else? I don’t even want to be dorm buddies in
college anymore!
CONNOR
You don’t mean that.
RYAN
Oh yes I do!
CONNOR
But, but, but that’s been our dream since we were five!
RYAN
(Snobby voice)
I guess I just matured and outgrew you...
CONNOR
You’re only six now. You just turned six a week ago!
RYAN
(Frustrated)
I still outgrew you, okay?
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CONNOR
Fine, then I’m just going to do a lemonade stand with Mark this summer instead of
you!
RYAN
(Angered and choked up)
You wouldn’t dare...
CONNOR
Oh yes I would…
RYAN
(Begins to tear up and cry)
CONNOR
Wait, no no no no. C’mon don’t do that. No no no. It’s okay, I didn’t mean it.
RYAN
(Stops crying and flashes devilish grin)
I’m telling my mom and your mom that you said that.
CONNOR
(Shocked and scared)
No no no no no no no no no no. Nooooooo. Don’t bring in any moms please. I’m
begging you, don’t!
RYAN
Fine I won’t, but you’re lucky. You owe me big time.
CONNOR
Okay, okay. You can choose where we retire, I guess.
RYAN
What’s a retire?
CONNOR
It’s where you go when your hair is gray and you like to play golf a lot
RYAN
Oh I get it. I want to retire in a hot place, like the summer
CONNOR
You can’t retire to summer. Summer is a seas

1
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RYAN
(Interrupting CONNOR)
I want to retire to summer and I get to choose!
CONNOR
(CONNOR facepalms)
You’re unbelievable...
RYAN
(Sly grin)
Oh, I know that, Connor.
CONNOR
(Pouting)
You know I hate summer. It’s too hot and it makes me sweaty.
RYAN
Then, a certain mother would be delighted to find who was being mean to me...
CONNOR
(Clearly annoyed)
Whatever, whatever, whatever. We can go to “ the Summer time” for whatever it
was.
RYAN
Wait, why are we going to the Summer time ?
CONNOR
(Not interestedly)
I dunno, you were the one that wanted to go there.
RYAN
(Confused)
But like, what for?
CONNOR
Oh, I think it was for a vacation or a school or something. I don’t know.
RYAN
What should we do next?
CONNOR
We should have a list made up for our personal gourmet chef with all the foods
we would like.
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RYAN
(Energetically)
We have to have gummy bears for every meal. Gummy bears! Gummy bears!
CONNOR
(Low, scratchy voice)
Gummy bearssssssssssss!
RYAN
(Practically jumping up and down)
We should have them make us blueberry pancakes for every single breakfast we
have forever and ever and ever.
CONNOR
(Sucks teeth and shakes head)
Oh, bud, I thought you knew...
RYAN
Thought I knew what?
CONNOR
I’m actually not a blueberry kind of person, so the blueberry pancakes are going
to have to be a no.
RYAN
Connor, you’re killing me. Every idea I have, you interfere with or shoot it
down.
CONNOR
Nuh-uh.
RYAN
Yea-huh. I really think that you want to plan this all by yourself.
CONNOR
Ryan, we’ve been over this. You are important. I need you to do this with me, so
I can have someone to check my spelling, when I write everything down.
RYAN
Ok fine, I get it.
(Angered and surprised)
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Wait a minute! I’m just as much planning this as you are.
CONNOR
Well I mean, since I’m a level J in reading right now and you’re only at level H, I
figured that I should be the one that leads this whole planning thing.
RYAN
(Flustered)
Just because you have a higher reading level than me doesn’t mean you decide
our futures, Connor! I mean, we are in my room using my special drawing paper
so I think maybe I should just take this and plan it myself.
(Grabs paper out of Connor’s hands)
CONNOR
(Flustered and angry)
You know what Ryan? I’ve had it with you.
(Aggressively grabs paper back from Ryan’s hands and rips it to
shreds)
RYAN
(Speechless, stands there and gawks for twenty seconds)
I can’t believe you just did that to our future.
(Awkward pause)
Our future, and our homework!
CONNOR
Sooo...What do we do now?
RYAN
I don’t know. Want to play Go Fish?
CONNOR
(Smiles)
Of course I do!
(They high-five and sit down to play Go Fish)
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THE END

